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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine if participation in fine motor or gross
motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction affect first grade students'
handwriting legibility as measured by the Test of Handwriting Skills (Gardner, 1998). A
convenience sample consisting of52 students between the ages of5 and 7 from 4 first
grade classrooms were assigned to one oftwo pre-writing programs or to contol groups.
One pre-writing program was based on Mary Benbow's approaches and included
neurokinesthetic fine motor stategies (Benbow, 1995). The second pre-writing program
was modified from Mary Benbow's gross motor approaches (Benbow, 1995) and Brain
Gym methods @ennison & Dennison, 1986) to consist of neurokinesthetic gross motor
strategies. The classroom teachers conducted the pre-writing programs daily for 3
consecutive weeks prior to typical handwriting instruction in the classrooms. The
participants in the two control classrooms were pre- and post-tested for comparison with
stude'nts in the pre-writing program classrooms, but no modifications to the classroom
progams were made.
At the conclusion ofthe program, a statistical correlation between groups was
demonstated on I out of l0 subtests on the Test ofHandwriting Skills. No statistically
sigrrificant differences were noted between classes in handwriting legibility on the other 9
subtests ofthe Test ofHandwriting Skills. These results suggest that the addition ofa
motor prograrn prior to handwriting instruction does not affect legibility in any of the
conditions stated in the research questions. There is a need for future research related to
prewriting programs for the purposes of handwriting acquisition.
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Chapter I : Introduction
Background
. Handwriting is perhaps the most complex occupation mastered by human beings.
Handwriting requires a highly developed coordination of cogritive thoughts, visual
feedback scarming fine and gross motor skill coordination, language processing, tactile
perception, and meaning association @xner, 1989). Like other leamed skills, appropriate
environmental factors as well as basic abilities must be integrated for optimal functioning
(Cunningham Amundson, I 992).
McHale and Cermak (1992) reported that students spend approximately 30-60%
of their class time at school engaged in fine motor tasks such as coloring, cutting, and
pasting. Of significant concem is '1hat 10-34% of school-aged children experience
difficulties with handwriting due to a variety of challenges" @osenblum, Weiss, &
Parush, 2003, p. 44). Since fine motor tasks are such an integral part of elementary
education it is likely that the quality of a child's skill of handwriting will affect academic
performance (Rosenblum, et al., 2003). Schwellnus & Loclfiart (2002) suggest that
difficulties with the mechanics of writing may interfere with the development of written
language skills. Ultimately, deficits in fine motor skills can lead to lowered self-esteem
and frushation, as well as poor school performance (McHale & Cermak, 1992).
Although handwriting encompasses a large portion ofa student's day, it is not
oftor taught in uniform and structured mannerc in the public school system. For example,
classrooms vary significantly in length oftime and frequency ofdays allocated for
handwriting instruction due to teacher style, classroom organization, and curriculum used
(McHale & Cermak, 1992). TIte formaf of handwriting instruction also varies in that
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handwriting may be emphasized in a skuctured manner three days of the week and
assessed only through homework assignments two days of the week. The classroom
variation related to leaming to write appears to be a widespread concern of teachers,
parents, and therapists (Ediger, 2001).
A major arena of occupational therapy service provision is work with school-aged
students who have delays in acquisition of skills needed for classroom occupations
(Cunninghman Amundson, 1992). School-based occupational therapy intervention
focuses on the student's potential for participation and leaming in the school
environment. Without development of appropriate fine and gross motor skills, firnctional
activity and leaming could be a major challenge. Handwriting is one such skill that is
dependent on adequate development offine and gross motor skills. "Children's
handwr.iting performance is of concem to occupational therapists, educators, and parents
because it is an essential skill required to participate in educational activities
successfully'' (Sudsawad, Trombly, Henderson & Tickle-Degnn, 2002, p. 26).
Therefore, acquiring and maintaining proper handwriting skills is integral to academic
success, and handwriting dysfunction is the most commonly treated problem in school-
based occupational therapy.
Occupational therapists as well as educators are concemed with handwriting and
its impact on a student's environmental dernands since "leaming to write legibly is a
major occupation of childhood" (Cunningham-Amundson, 1992, p 63). The new English
Language Arts test (E.L.A.) and Scholastic Aptitude Test (S.A.T.) require students to
respond in essay form to open-ended questions @inhom, 1999). Research indicbtes 0rat
legible essays are assigred higher grades than essays with poor penmanship even thougtr
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both essays have a comparable level ofcontent (Graham, Harris & Fink, 2000b; Petenon
& Nelsoq 2003). Legible handwriting is also necessary for successful completion of
daily occupations such as writing messages, taking notes in class, completing
examinations, and homework assignments (Feder, Majnemer, & Synnes, 2000;
Woodward & Swinth, 2002). The present educational milieu is comprised of children
with diverse developmental levels taught collectively in the classroom. The variation of
ability levels within one classroom requires that handwriting instruction be carefully
considered and examined by the teacher. When handwriting presents a barrier to a child's
education, occupational therapists may be called upon by teachers for added support in
this area. Teachers and OTs should monitor the students' handwriting ability, and also
"focus on the skills and subskills necessary to ensurc consistent success with this high-
level skill" @enbow, 1995b, p. 256). An occupational therapist's role in the school
setting is to aid in this skill proficiency so that students will benefit from the entire
educational experience. "By integrating stategies to address students' needs into daily
routines and activities, occupational therapists can help ensure that the student achieves
success at school" @olichino, Clark, & Chandler, 2005, p. l5).
Since handwriting is the principal mgthod used by an elementary aged student to
express his or her leaming in all scholastic subjects (Case-Smith, 2002), it is important to
remediate areas ofdeficit before secondary failures ensue. "Handwriting research has
identified what factors are conelated with poor handwriting but liftle research has tested
the efficacy of handwriting interventions in controlled experimarts" @eterson & Nelson,
2003, p. 153). Therefore, occupational therapists must rely on untested theories and
models ofpractice as a basis for treating handwriting.
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Several theories, models, and practices have been proposed to support
handwriting in school-aged children (Case-Smith, 2002). The most frequently used
classroom-based curricular programs include Zaner-Bloser, D'Nealian, and Paknar
p€nmanship programs (Gardner, 1998). To supplement these programs occupational
therapists utilize focused approaches based on perceptual motor, visual motor,
ergonomic, kinesthetic, and multisei:sory techniques. Feder, et al. (2000) found that most
therapists use an eclectic approach to treatnen! with a sensorimotor approach tsed more
consistently. 'Although theories and shategies to remediate handwriting problems have
proliferated in recent years, empirically based evidence documenting handwriting
intervention effectiveness is minimal" (Case-Smith,2002, p.l7; Clark-Wentz, 1997;
Graham, Harris, & Finlq 2000a).
Other theories for treating students with handwriting difficulties are summarized
in the literature, and include sensory integration, motor leaming, perceptual-motor, and
cogrritive-behavioral methods. Even with this wide selection, there is minimal consensus
on the most effective treatnent strategy (Bonney, 1992). One of the most popular
strategies is the neurokinesthetic approach. The neurokinesthetic approach is based on the
premise that it is easier to complete fine motor tasks after motor input to the body. kr
keeping with the kinesthetic school ofthought, gross motor training preceding
handwriting instruction should increase legibility. Kinesthesia is the "sense of movement
and position ofthe limbs that arises from information from the muscles, joints, and skin,
(Sudsawad, et. a1.,2002,p.26). Use ofthe child's kinesthetic sense and the development
ofpostural reactions are core concepts. It is believed that kinesthesia and postural
reactions provide the stability needed for hand and finger mobility (Levine, l99l). For
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example, without good postural alignment; balance and symmety of the hand will be
compromised and would result in poor handvrdting ability. "Through movement the child
acts upon his or her external enviro nent and receives internal impressions" (Etemad,
1994, p.ll; Woods, 2001). Activation of the whole body is prgsumed to have
physiological effects on the child that will help him sr her to attend to task (Etemad,
1994). Benbow is a major proponent ofthe kinesthetic approach (Hopkins & Smith"
1993) and has designed many pre-writing tasks to increase skill. Research has shown that
handwriting can be enhanced by developing specific perc€ptual and motor skills
integrated into movement activities (Addy, 1996; Dennison & Dennison, 1986;
Grabmeier, 2005;Lacey,2002; kvine, 1991; Sheffield, 1996). There is speculation
about whether gross and fine motor kinesthetic work or repeated handwriting practice is
more effective at treating handwriting deficits (Sudsawad, et a1.,2002; Cunningham
Amundson, 1992;Fedet et al., 2000). Although the kinesthetic approach is widely used,
there are authors who suggest that repeated handwriting practice is more effective than
the use of gross and fine motor kinesthetic work (Manning, 1988; Milone & Wasylyk,
1981; Peterson & Nelson, 2003).
Programs for use in classrooms have been developed based on sensory motor
activities, and support the concept that gross motor input is necessary prior to fine motor
participation (Ken, 1995). One such program is the Alert Program. The foundation ofthe
Alert Program focuses on helping children leam to recognize, monitor and change their
level of alertness appropriate to task demands. In order "to attend, concentrate, and
perform tasks, one's nervous system must be in an optimal state of arousal" (Barrett
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Family Wellness Center, 2005). As stated by the desigrers of the Alert Program for Self
Regulation:
"If your body is like a car engine, sometimes it runs on high, sometimes it runs on
low, and sometimes it nrns just right. The main idea shaping this program
involves students leaming what they can do before a spelling test or homework
time to attain an optimal state of alerbress for their tasks" (Williams &
Shellenberger (1994), as cited in TherapyWorks, 2005, para. 3).
Techniques from the Alert Program facilitate students' and teachers' identification ofthe
connection between states of arousal, attention, leaming, and actions, which may be
integrated into classroom instruction ('How does your engine run," 2000). The Alert
program, therefore, encourages students to hone their self-monitoring skills as a means
for improving handwriting and other academic abilities.
Henderson & Pehoski (1995) believe that children do not require a gross motor
prerequisite prior to fine motor performance. The traditional approach of learning through
practice supports this concept since most children are relatively skilled at writing by the
age of six or seven years (Cox, 1999; Cunningham Amundson, 1992; Manning 1988).
Many methods of handwriting instruction involve repetition and tracing, and in general,
educational theory promotes skill acquisition through rote practice (Milone & Wasylyk,
1981; Peterson & Nelson, 2003; Woods,200l). Man & Cermak (2003) believe that
"developmental maturation, academic instruction, and practice may account for any
initial lack of skill" (p. 161). The traditional education approaches strengthen the
understanding that writing may be improved through practice, repetition, feedback, and
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reirtrorcement (Cunningham Amundsoq 1992; Milone & Wasylyk, 1981; Peterson &
Nelson,2003, p. 154).
The relative lack ofresearch in the area of handwriting acquisition results in an
inadequate understanding ofhow to prepare children for the handwriting process. To
compound the problem, handwriting is no longer a primary ernphasis in the curriculum
for educational degree programs (Gladstone, 2000). As a result, teachers may not be.up to
date on current research and approaches for teaching handwriting (Gladstone, 2000;
Stan, 2005). Handwriting instuction should be a collaborative process in which all
members of the educational team (i.e. teacher, therapist, parent(s), student) contribute
(Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad, 2004).
Although there are many research articles on handwriting, very few are directed at
the issue ofpreventing handwriting deficits through occupational therapy service
delivery. Findings from studies indicate that "supplementary handwriting inshuction
early in the primary grades may be a critical factor in preventing writing difficulties, at
least for children who do not master it easily'' (Graham, et al., 2000b, p. 621). The effects
ofparticipating in gross or fine motor occupations prior to engaging in handwriting have
not been clearly established in the literature (Case-Smith, 2002; Sudsawad, et a1.,2002).
It would be beneficial to occupational therapists, educators, parents, and children to
understand which precursors are more effective for improving handwriting legibility.
Problem Statement
There is limited evidence regarding the effects that gross motor or fine motor
preparation programs have on first grade students' handwriting legibility. Research is
needed to discover ifeither fine or gross motor occupations incorporated into a student's
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school day will improve a child's performance in skills such as handwriting. Handwriting
is a primary occupation in which a child engages to express his or her leaming. By
gaining knowledge in this anea occupational therapists will begin to understand how
students acquire more legible handwriting skills. This knowledge will allow therapists to
plan teahnent sessions tlrat will be most effective to help a student communicate his or
her understanding of academic content.
Rationale
*Educators and occupational therapists need to know whether poor handwriting
ability is a consistent trait in early elementary students so that appropriate classroom
strategies and therapeutic interventions can be developed" (Marr & Cermak, 2003, p.
161). Research conducted by Watson (1997), showed that "85% of elernentary school
class time is spent on paper-and-pencil tasks and 15% ofclass time spent on manipulative
tasks" (p. 163). This emphasis on paper-and-pencil tasks raises the question ofwhether or
not students with fine motor dilficulties are receiving appropriate handwriting inshuction
and education in the standard classroom (McHale & Cermak, 1992). Two approaches
being purported for the acquisition ofchildren's handwriting skill are: (l) gross motor
activity as a precursor to development of fine motor skill and (2) fine motor practice.
Etemad (1994) theorizes, "students who are actively eneaged in their own
leaming tend to retain and grasp information better than those who process information
only through visual or auditory channels" (p. 3). Consequently, Etemad (1994) suggests
that movernent is a necessary component that needs to be incorporated into the classroom
schedule in order to enhance the leaming process. Conversely, proponents offine motor
work suggest that the traditional method ofteaching handwriting through practicing
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strokes is most beneficial for competency in handwriting (Cox, 1999; Maruring, 1988).
Advocates for fine motor strategies also support the idea that printing can be improved
through practice, repetition, feedback, and reinforcement (Milone & Wasylyk, l98l;
Peterson & Nelson, 2003, p. 154).
Elernentary school children in typical classrooms are being encouraged at an early
age to conform to formal skills and classroom expectations such as prolonged periods of
sedentary activity completing seatwork requiring that the students sit still for extended
and unsafe periods of time while working on fine motor skills (Lac ey,2002).
Nonetheless, Cunningham Amundson (1992), Kaminsky & Power (1981), and Man &
Cermak, (2003) recopize that periods of stationary activity during which practice and
repetition of letter formation are reinforced may promote legible penmanship. Evidence
has found that "90% of children with leaming dilliculties dernonstate fine motor and
handwriting difficulty'' (WatsoU 1997 , p . 163). With such a substantial number of
students displaying difficulties, and with a significantly shortened amount of time
allocated to handwriting instruction in the classroom, there are many concems about
whether these students are receiving proper handwriting instruction (McHale & Cermak,
1992).
This study addressed handwriting programs that incorporated large motor or fine
motor occupations and investigated whether one motor program is more effective than
the other. Although multiple skills are involved in handwriting this study investigated
readiness of the body, rather than concentating on factors such as cognitive processing or
visual-perception.
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Outcomes of this study may impact the shategies and methods used by
occupational therapists and educators in the school system. Ifresults are sigrificant it
could lead to proposing changes in the handwriting curriculum. Results will also be able
to help school-based occupational therapy clinicians determine the best approach to
handwriting intervention. Ifit is demonstrated that participation in gross or fine motor
occupations improves a student's handwriting legibility, therapists and teachers will be
able to utilize the most effective handwriting technique within the classroom.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study rvas to evaluate whether participation in gross or fine
motor occupations prior to handwriting affected first grade students' handwriting
legibility as assessed by the Test of Handwriting Skills by Monison Gardner (1998). By
discovering the effects of gross or fine motor occupations, a therapist could begin to
understand the most appropriate type of intervention to utilize for remediating
handwriting dysfu nction.
Key Terms
Gross Motor Shills.' producing an action involving "large muscle groups," for the purpose
of controlled, goal-directed movements, as in'talancing running, and throwing"
(Thomas, 1997,p.825).
Fine Motor Skills: 'tnotor behaviors involving manipulative, discreet finger movements
and eye./hand coordination" (Jacobs & Jacobs, 2004, p. 87).
Handwriting: "the act ofplacing or inscribing characters on a surface by hand with the
aid ofa marking instrument such as a pen or pencil" (Gardner, 1998, p. l0).
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Legibility: the ease with which groups of symbols are clearly and correctly identified as a
letter or h word, with the result that the reader perceives meaningful sentences @lain
Language Association International, 2005).
Occupation: "dynamic relationship among an occupational form, a person with a unique
developmental structure, subjective meanings and purposes, and a resulting occupatibnal
performance" (Nelson & Thomas, 2003, p. 90).
Ocatpational Therapy: "servtce that can be provided to facilitate the student's abiJities to
participate adequately in the educational settings. Within the practice of OT, the
assessment process is an important aspect ofdefining strengths and needs ofchildren and
families so that appropriate intervention plans can be developed" (Liang Hwang, Davies,
Taylor, & Gavin,2002, p.48).
Education: "an area ofoccupation, including activities needed for being a student and
participating in a leaming environment" (Commission on Practice ,2002, p. 54).
Kinesthesia: "sense of movernent and position of the limbs that arises from information
from the muscles, joints, and skin" (Sudsawad, et al., 2002,p.26).
Sh7l: "experhress, practiced abilities showing deftress, dexterity, and confidence in
functional performance" (Case-Smith & Pehoski, 1992, p.l4).
Alertness: "the ability to regulate one's level of arousal so that it is not too high or lof'
(Barrett Family Wellness Center, 2005).
Arousal: a state ofthe nervous system describing how alert one feels (Barrett Family
Wellness Center, 2005).
Readiness: "foundation skills present before a chitd leams a new task" (Slavin, Karweit,
& Wasik, 1994).
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Biomechanical: "having to do with the mechanics of human movement" (Crepeau, Cohn
& Boyt Schell, 2003, p.1026).
Proximal: 'trearest the point of attachment, center of the body'' (Thomas, 1997 , p. 1582).
Drtal: "farthest from the center, from a medial line, or from the trunk" (Thomas, 1997, p.
s62).
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Ihe Inport*re olHdwritingoutits lletdiotto futy Ademics
Children are expected to attain a level of handwriting competency that allows
them to make proficient use of handwiting for cornplaion of academic work (Crrahsm
and Weintraub, 196). Learning how to write is an integral comporcrt ofthe educational
cunicufum in the initial years of school (Cunningham Amundsoq 1992; Woodward &
Swinth, 2002). Even in a technolorydriven society, hatrdwriting remains one ofthe most
essontial and complex ocanpations in scbool. Crmputqs' although convorietrt, are aot
always available in the classroom when needed. Young school-aged children are not
familiar with the keyboard arrangement, and there,fore may compromise their uniting
speed and content @remingo, et al., 2004). This impact on writing is especially tue for
childrerU who use handwriting as the prioary method for expressing their learning within
the academic setting (Case-Smith, 2002). Einhorn (199) claims "if our ideas aren't
orpressed legibly on paper, we lose ground in a main fornr of communicationl' (p. 38).
fire skill of handwriting is a necessity for communication of learning in most ele1nentary
classrooms in the United States; thus, compet€nce h hadwriting should be a goal thst dl
teachem and stud€nts strive for io the beginning stages of leaming how to write (Ediger,
2001; Woodward & Swint[ 2002). Mastoing this skill will help promote successful
written communication throughout the educational process.
The derrelopment ofa child's h&nduriting ability depends on a rariety of
readiness skills. Competert handwriting requires irtegration of cogritive functioning
vizuomotor skillg percepnral skills, spatial relationg in-hand manipulatior, and motor
Planning (Feder, a al., 2000). The actual performance ofhandwriting involves
l3
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coordination ofone's eyes, arms, hands, body posture, base of support, pencil grasp, and
letter formation (Ayres, 1972; Benbow, 1990; Erhardt, 1994; Exner, 1990). Activation of
the body in general is thought to help one pr€pare one's body for participation in an
occupation such as handwriting and also helps one to attend to and focus on an
educational task. Activation of the body may be achieved tlrough fine or gross motor
input that will help to prepare body systems (Cunninglam Amundson, 1992). This input
may also heighten the child's awareness ofhow his or her body works, the environmental
factors inlluencing the occupation, and the task demands that are challenging the child
(Schoen & Anderson, 1999). With heightened body awareness the child will have more
potential for using "handwriting as a vehicle for expression" (Vail, 1987, p. 63).
Case-Smith & Pehoski (1992) suggest that success with handwriting impacts a
student's overall performance in education, personal confidence, and sense ofbelonging.
Therefore, it is critical for students to learn handwriting in the most effective manner so
that physical, mental, social, and emotional development may be supported.
Unfortunately, many professionals disagree about which approach is the most effective
for teaching handwriting (Bonney, 1992; Feder, et al., 2000).
The Importance of Handwriting to the Student Role & Academic Achievement
Handwriting and academic achievement are closely associated. McHale and
Cermak (1992) determined that elementary school children spend 30-60% of their class
time in fine motor and writing activities, with writing designated as the predominant task
(McHale & Cermak, 1992). Bonney (as cited in Feder, et a1.,2000) describes
'handwriting as a functional activity that can affect an individual's satisfaction,
creativity, productivity and academic achievement" (p. 198).
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Handwriting achievement can be assessed on a spectrum from legible to illegible.
Hagin's (1983) research study illustrated that "legible wilting serves as a tool for leaming
whereas poor writing serves as a banier" (p. 266). In school, neater classwork papen a[E
assigred higher grades than papers with poor penmanship even though the two papfis are
comparable in content (Bonney. 1992; Ediger,200l; Feder, et a1.,2000; Graham, 1992;
Graharn, Haris, & Fink, 2000b; Sweedler-Brown, 1992). Thus, children who are unable
to demonstrate knowledge via writing tend to receive lower grades; this is also true in
testing. Studies by Graham, Beminger, Weintraub, and Schaffer (1998) and Woods
(2001) have shown that when language arts tests are administered, students with poor
handwriting skills consistenfly score lower than students with better handwriting skills,
even when teachers are directed to focus on content rather than penmanship. Peterson &
Nelson (2003) and Simner (1982) found that frequent handwriting mistakes might place a
student in a position of failing the first and second grades. Academic failure can result
from any of the problems associated with poor handwriting (Case-Smith, 2002, p. 17;
Tseng & Cermak, 1993). Thus, the quality of handwriting directly impacts on the
academic achievemeit of school-aged children (Berninger et al., 1997; Gratram, et al.,
2000b; Jones & Christenseq 1999; Rosenblurr, et al., 2003).
Legibility
"When examining a child's handwriting, the first question the teacher may ask is,
Is it legible?" (Cunningham Amundson, 1992, p. 67). kr the past, handwriting legibility
was judged by the time it took to read a child's handwriting sample. Recently, researchers
have begun to judge legibility in terms of letter formation, alignment, spacing, and size
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(Ziviani and Elkins, 1984). Dilficulty with any of these factors may impact the
readability of one's handwriting.
Legibility is dependent on several factors with each one as important as the n€xt.
Recogrition of letters is a factor that is often relied upon whenjudging legibility. Letter
recognition sipifies that each letter can be distinguished from any other letter, with ease
by the reader (Bell, 2001). Letter formation is another factor in legibility that refers to the
specific pattem or stroke used to write each letter or number (Cunningham Arirundson,
1992, p. 67). Alignment refers to the placement of the letter relative to the writing line
(Bell, 2001; Cunningham Amundson, 1992). Spacing.refers to the way letters are
distributed spatially within words and how words are distributed within sentences (Bell,
2001; Cunningham Amundson, 1992). When looking at size of letters or numbers, Bell
(2001) and Cunningham Amundson (1992) suggcst that the height and pmportion should
be uniform throughout the entire handwriting sample. When assessing legibility, quality
of the written line may also be judged (Bell, 2001). Bell (2001) advises that a firm, clear
line, not too light or too heavy is ideal; this requires that the child use an appropriate
amount ofpressure when moving the pencil on the paper.
The Impact of Poor Handwfiing Skills
Prevalence of handwrit@ difrcalties.
Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad (2004) discovered that up to 207o of school age
children in the United States are sigrificantly impacted by poor or illegible handwriting
boys more often than girls. Rosenblum, et al. (2003) reported that the .lrevalence of
handwriting difficulties among school-aged children varies between lO-34%* G,. 44).ln
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comparison to other academic areas such as reading, litfle attention has been directed at
prevention of writing difficulties (Graham, et al., 2000a).
Communication of learning.
Malloy-Miller, Polatajko, & Anstett (1995) attested that "illegible handwriting is
found to have secondary effects on school achievement and self-esteem' (p. 258).
Students who have difficulty with handwriting must consciously pay attention to correct
formation of letters, which may interfere with their concurrent ability to process the
subject material or the teacher's instruction (Case-Smith, 2002, p. 17; Graham, et a1.,
2000a). Handwriting difficulties can also interfere with the ability to compose the
message during the act of writing. Ultimately, 'thildren who experience difficulty
mastering this skill may avoid writing and develop a mind set that they cannot write,
leading to arrested writing development. Poor penmanship may influence perceptions
about a child's competence as a writer" (Graham, et al., 2000b, p. 620).
Lack of competence in writing is likely to impact one's communication of
learning (Woods, 2001; Woodward & Swinth, 2002). McHale & Cermak (1992) found
that a child unable to communicate effectively is also at a much greater risk of lower self-
confidence, poor self-esteem, and overall acadernic failure. Various studies by other
researchers have shown that handwriting illegibility may impact a student's academic
success & self-worth (Case-Smith, 2002; Gratram, et al., 2000b; Hammerschmidt &
Sudsawad, 2004).
It is assumed by some that the training ofhandwriting skills can be disregarded
because of the opportunity to use altemative methods of communication, such as the
computer and speech producing medias (Graham, 1992). However, students are still
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required to complete most of their assignments by hand, and they are likely to in the
future as well (Graham, 1992). Thus, handwriting is expected to continue to affect
academic performance. Graham (1992) asserts that the necessity to use writing in school
and in other contexts emphasizes the importance of writing even as we progress through a
technological age.
Changes in How Handwriting is Taught
The teacher is primarily responsible for handwriting instruction in the classroom.
In the past, school curricula allowed teachers to spend up to 50 minutes a day for
instructing students in the fine art ofhandwriting (Gh ezzi,200l). Today, teachers in
kindergarten through sixth grade spend an average of only 30 to 60 minutes per week
teaching handwriting @eterson & Nelson, 2003, p. 153; Simner, 1982). What has
changed in handwriting is the time teachers devote to instruction, as well as the s$e of
handwriting taught (Ghezzi,2001). Classroom handwriting instruction has become less
struchred allowing students to develop their own style ofwriting (Francis, 2000). Instead
of using the inticate Palmer Method of handwriting, school districts are now selecting
writing programs that offer simplicity (Ghezzi, 2001). Swadener (as cited in Francid,
2000), an occupational therapist and presenter for Handwriting Without Tears, has
noticed a decline in handwriting. She believes that the popularity ofthe whole language
approach to reading and writing de-ernphasized the focus on teaching handwriting skills,
and instead focused more on content (Francis, 2000). '"Teachers in the school setting need
to ernphasize quality handwdting a$oss the curriculum. Quality handwriting means that
the written content is easy to read in either manuscript or cursive form" (Ediger, 2001, p.
l).
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The amount and t5pe of handwriting instruction can vary from one school system
to the next. In schools that employ forrnal handwriting instmction, students generally
leam to print in kindergarten or first grade, and progress to cursive handwriting in late
second or third grade. kr addition, instruction tlpically takes place as a group activity and
includes minimal individualization for specific student needb. The varying methods of
handwriting instruction and the time devoted io this skill are most likely due to the fact
that curricular content has expanded without a corresponding extension of the length of
the school day (Wallace & Schomer, 1994). "In recent years, there has been a tendency to
downplay or even eliminate handwriting instruction as part ofthe writing program, as
approaches such as whole language and process writing have placed greater emphasis on
content and process and much less emphasis on form" (Graham, et al., 2000b, p. 633).
This change in emphasis may place beginning writers who are trying to master the details
ofhandwriting in jeopardy of experiencing greater difficulties with this skill (Graham, et
a1.,2000b).
Legislative InJluence on Occupational Therapy Semice Delivery
In the early 1900s, principles and practices ofoccupational therapy (OT) were
emerging in various contexts (Schwrtz,2003). Despite this early expansion, services
were somewhat unfamiliar in the public school systems until the mid 1970s. Prior to
1974, many children with disabilities were educated in segregated private schools or
institutions. Since the implementation of"Section 504 ofthe Rehabilitation Act of 1973"
@unwar, 2000, p.175) and "Public Law 94-142 irr 1975 (the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act), occupational therapy.. .in the educational setting has become
more well-known and accepted by educators, parents, and school personnel"
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(Cunninghamn Amundson, 1992, p.63). This law required public schools to educate and
provide educationally related therapy services to children with disabilities.
Occupational therapy is included as a related service under the krdividuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of I 990. Part B of IDEA mandates that "children with
disabilities have available to them a free and appropriate public education that
emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs, as
necessary, within the school system" (Owens, 200a, p. 5). This educationally based
intervention will help support student participation and success in the school-based
context (Clark, Polichino, & Jackson, 2004).
Under the guidelines of this law, elernentary school children with conditions and
deficits that impact their educational success may receive occupational therapy services if
the handwriting problems affect the child's ability to leam or successfully communicate
in the classroom (Public and Private Laws, P.L. 105-17, IDEA, 1997). It is estimated that
20% of children shuggle with the acquisition of handwriting skills (Hammerschmidt &
Sudsawad, 2004). Therefore, the implementation of handwriting programs has become a
major emphasis for occupational therapy in the school system (Woodward & SwintlU
2002).
School- Bas ed O ccttpational Therapy and Handwriting
The American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) describes occupational
therapy in the school setting as a 'health profession that utilizes the application of
purposeful, meaningful, and goal-directed activity in the assessment and treatment of
persons with special needs" (1989, sec. 6-3). In the educational setting, occupational
therapy emphasizes the performance offine motor occupations as an important aspect of
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service delivery, and one of the most complex fine motor tasks is handwriting (McHale &
Cermak, 1992). Occupational therapists are trained professionals in the issues ofhand
control, motor performance, and activity analysis and therefore serve as a valuable
resource in addressing handwriting needs in the school environment.
Approximately 20% of eleme,ntary school students have difEculties with
handwriting and are a common source ofreferrals for occupational therapy services
(Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad,2004). Therefore, handwriting is one of the main areas of
concerntration for school-based occupational therapy (Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad,
2004). Cunningham Amundson (as cited in Case-Smith & Pehoski, 1992) explained that
'teferrals from educators and parents frequently include that the child's handwriting is
not readable, laborious, distorted, or child does not complete homework assignments" (p.
63). This dilficulty may have a detrimental impact on the leaming process of students
throughout their education.
The role of the occupational therapist in a handwriting program is to discover why
the child is having difficulty and to determine what steps are necessary to correct the
problem (Woodward & Swinth, 2002). The occupational therapist assesses the student to
determine what is hindering the child's level of functioning. Perceptual ability, gross or
fine motor skills, the context of the anvironment, ergonomics, or a combination of these
factors could obstruct the child's handwdting abilities. After the cause has been
determined, the occupational therapist formulates an intervention approach to assist the
student in establishing necessary skills for writing proficiently (Hammerschmidt &
Sudsawad, 2004; Woodward & Swinth, 2002). Intervention services are provided in
several ways including collaborating and consulting with the classroom teacher and work
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with students on a dayto-day basis in the classroom (Hammerschmidt & Sudsawad,
2004; Polichino, et al., 2005). While classroom "teachers are primarily responsible for the
inshuction of handwriting in the classroom, school-based occupational thrrapists often
support teachers by identiffing and treating deficits interfering with the development of
this skill" (Woodward & Swint[ 2002, p. 306). Together, the teacher and occupational
therapist serve as a team in targeting the most effective approach to take in the teaching-
leaming process of handwriting for chiklren with deficits.
The occupational therapist may also influence how handwriting is taught when a
child has been identified as needing therapy for handwriting problems. An occupational
therapist may focus on postural, motor, sensory, or perceptual deficits that may be
interfering x,ith handwdting skills. Therapeutic interventions for these deficits are often
rendered in a separate therapy room, rather than the natural classroom environment where
the child participates in the most writing. The segregated setting affords the opportunity
for better focus to task, but at the same time may not adequately prepare the child for the
dishactions of the classroom (Clark-Wentz,l997).However, this "supplemental
handwriting naining early in primary grades may be a critical factor in preventing writing
difliculties, at least for children who do not master handwriting easily'' (Gratram, et al.,
2000b, p. 621). Remediation ofhandwriting problems should be planned in conjunction
with the child's teacher so that a consistent and individualized approach to teaching
handwriting is used for that specific student. Practice with letter formation is certainly a
necessary component of remediation (Einhom, 1999). kr addition, the child's motor skills
and sensory processing abilities that contribute to and produce good handwriting are also
important to consider (Tseng & Cermak, 1993).
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Evolution of Handwriting Intervention Theoies in Occapational Therapy
Numerous approaches for inshuction and remediation ofhandwriting have been
proposed (Cunningfum Amundson,1992;Feder, et al., 2000). In the 1960s, several
theories addressed handwriting issues. The behavioral and perceptual-motor approaches
analyzed tasks for their component parts so that handwriting could be taught to chiklren
in a simple step-by-step manner (Cunningham Amundson, 1992). For example, a
component part of handwriting may include demonshating how to form the letter *A'in
the air with the entire arm before writing the letter "A" on paper with a pencil. Shaping
(reinforcing the child as his or her response becomes more and more like the target
behavior), chaining (breaking down complex behaviors into simple steps) of sub skills,
and reward for accomplishment drove the theory of behavioral intervention @oyeen &
Duncan, 1999).
In the neurodevelopmental handwriting approach, ernphasis was placed on
inhibiting the development of muscle tone or undesirable conditions to promote
performance (Schoen & Anderson, 1999). Another method, known as the functional
compensatory approach, helped to address fine motor problems by making adaptations to
the task or environment (Henderson & Pehoski, 1995, p. 198) such as providing
appropriate seated positioning, changing the angle ofthe paper, or using a smaller writing
instrument to enhance the student's grasp. These approaches support the foundation for a
comprehensive study ofhandwriting; however, no full-scale study has been completed.
lnstead, discrete components ofhandwriting such as grasping, have been the focus of
most studies related to handwriting (Daly, Kelley, & Krauss, 2003; Smith-Zuzovsky &
Exner,2004; Tseng, & Cermak, 1993).
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In the 1970s, the concept of improving the body's motor contol through
manipulation of muscles became popular, and earlier theories continued to evolve. The
neurodevelopmental approach, a hands-on teafinent for cenhal nervous system deficits,
progressed from using body positioning to reduce unwanted muscle contraction, to
techniques that produce positive responses through the stimulation or calming ofmuscles
(Schoen & Anderson, 1999). Additionally in the 1970s, the sensory integration theory
became an area of concentration. Emphasis in the sensory integration theory was placed
on integration of the senses that moderate one's reaction to changes in body position in
relation to the earth (balance and equilibrium), awareness of limb and muscle movement
and touch se,nsation (Henderson & Pehoski, 1995, p. 198).
Another widely used theory proposed for handwriting remediation was the
proximal-distal theory of development. Henderson and Pehoski (1995) stated that the
muscular control ofthe trunk and shoulders matures earlier than the hands and fingers.
Therapists were taught that control of muscles close to the trunk (proximal) precedes
hand and fingertip contol (distal), therefore, tunk and shoulder stability should be
emphasized first. It was thought that gaining conhol ofthe trunk and shoulder first, and
proceeding out to the arm, hand, and fingers provided for a more purposeful outcome.
This stabilization ofthe trunk region allows for large, imprecise movements to develop
into highly refined movements for skills such as handwriting. Children who are unable to
develop the needed trunk stability for development of fine motor skills could be assisted
through the use ofspecially designed seating (kvine, 1991).
By the early 1980s, the focus ofhandwriting approaches shifted to a larger view
ofa child's level of functioning. More specifically, how the child firnctioned in his or her
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educational enviroiment became a major concem (Henderson & Pehoski, 1995). The
authors ofbiomechanical approaches explained that sitting posture, pencil grasp, and
position ofpaper are all ergonomic factors to which the occupational therapist must
attend for the student with handwriting dysfunction (Cunningham Amund son, 1992;
Tseng & Cermak, 1993).
Benbow (as cited in Case-Smith & Pehoski, 1992) wrote:
It is recommended that the child be seated at a height so that both feet are firmly
planted on the floor, providing support for weiglrt shifting and postural
adjustnents while writing. She also suggests the desk surface be at a height tu,o
inches above the flexed elbow when the child is seated in the chair. This position
allows the child stability and symmetry for performing written classwork (p.74).
The biomechanical theory assumes that any one part of the body affects all other parts. In
order to be competent in motor skills the entire body needs to be working as a whole,
which maybe achieved by enabling activities such as strengthening exercises, muscle
endurance training and repetitive exercise (Colangelo, 1999).
Anotho ap,proach that concenhates on the intemction between a person and his or
her environment is the multisensory approach. This approach involves varying the
sensory input that the child's nervous system experiences so that it may integrate
information proficiently in order to produce quality motor output (Case-Smith & Pehoski,
1992). Activities that are used to treat handwriting problems under this approach might
include forming letters with pipe cleaners or play dough, writing with water on a
chalkboard with sponges or paintbrush, or writing to music.
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In recent years, the educational model reemerged to decrease rote practice of
handwriting. This model is concemed with the nonnal growth and development of
children, so tlat the student can achieve rnastery of the skills needed to function in the
school setting (Schneider & Watkins, 1996). The educational model recommends
handwriting be taught simultaneously with the child's natural development of movement
(Woods, 2001). Activities should be structured so that the child's potedtial for mastery is
at the level where he or she has the ability for indepe,ndent performance and the level
where he or stre can complete the task only with adult collaboration (Exner, 1990).
School-based approaches to guide programs for handwriting delays in
public school systems.
School systems have many handwriting programs from which to choose. Many of
the current handwriting programs used in grade school were based on the Palmer style
that was the only program used in the early 1900s (Norwitch, 2004). The Palmer
handwriting curriculum includes upright manuscript with wide characters. Zaner-Bloser
is now the most frequently used handwriting program in the United States (Zaner-Bloser,
2002). The Zant-Bloser handwriting curriculum consists ofa continuous stroke alphabet
with upright manuscript and tall extenders, and develops habit in reproducing letters of
the alphabet. The D'Nealian handwriting program was developed in the 1960's, and
features a distinctive manuscript alphabet that reflects the cursive form of each letter
(Audio, Visual, Kinesthetic, and Oral Multisensory Educational Research Foundation,
2005). Letter fomration begins at the baseline and moves upward as does cursive. These
three handwriting curricula are considered to be the more traditional approtrches to
teaching handwriting in the primary grades.
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The approach that is curently gaining more attention in the school systems is the
Handwriting Without Tears program developed by Jane Olsen (2001), an occupational
therapist. "Olsen's handwriting curriculum uses a developmental approach, which groups
the letters by difficulty and teaches a handluiting style that uses simple, vertical lines"
(Case-Smith, 2002, p. l8). What is unique about the Handwriting Without Tears progfarr
is that it uses only two writing lines (a baseline and a center line) that are clearer than the
typical school handwdting paper that uses three lines. The Handwriting Without Tears
system also incorporates techniques that target prewriting skills (Clark-Wentz, 1997).
Occupational therapy intervention strategies for handwriting delays.
As previously described, theoretical approaches that apply to handwriting
intervention include motor learning neuromuscular, kinesthetic, acquisitional, sensory
integrative, biomechanical, cognitive-behavioral, and motivational views (Cunningham
Amundson, 1992,p.69;Fder, et al., 2000, p. 198). Many existing theories, although
unsupported by research, suggest ways to improve the handwriting process. However,
there is little agreernent on the most effective treafrne,nt strategies with eclectic
approaches appearing to be most prevalent (Feder, et al., 2000).
Woodward and Swinth (2002) investigated the use of multisensory modalities in
rernediation of handwriting problems in school-aged children. They found that a
multisensory approach to handwriting treatnent was being used by 92. I % of school-
based occupational therapists (Woodward & Swinth, 2002). In a similar study surveying
50 experienced pediatric occupational therapists, Feder, et al. (2000) found that most
therapists use approaches that are eclectic in nature to treat handwriting and related fine
motor problems, with the sensorimotor approach being used most frequently (90%).
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These findings indicate that'tnultisensory modalities such as chalk and chalkboard,
markers or felt pens, verbal description of letter shapes while the student writes, viscous
substances for finger writing, and copyrng and tacing letten on regular lined paped' were
common (Woodward & Swinth, 2002, p. 308). Therapists often use a combination of
approaches such as sensorimotor, neurokinesthetic, motor control, or ergonomic
components (Cunningham Amundson, 1992).
"Other commonly selected heatnort strategies include perceptual-motor (74%),
motor leaming (68%), cogrritive training (64%), biomechanical (647o), sensory
integrative (50%) and newodevelopmental approaches (42%)" (Fder, et a1.,2000, p.
200). Despite the program variety, research regarding these programs provides little
evidence about their effectiveness.
N eur okin es thetic appr o a ch.
The neurokinesthetic approach is one specific tlpe of multi-sensory approach.
Benbow (1990, 1995a) proposed the neurokinesthetic approach to handwriting
remediation based on the biomechanical principals of hand movement, developmental
sequences, and integrated sensory perception of movement. She hypothesized that
handwriting is primarily a kinesthetic skill that improves when the hand is
"biomechanically, motorically, and perceptually prepared to hold utensils and create
written symbols" (Case-Smith, 2002, p. l8). Kinesthesia is the ability to sense the degree,
direction, or weight of body movement (Sudsawad , et a1.,2O02). The development of
mature postural reactions is the ability ofthe body to maintain balance automatically and
remain upright during alterations in position (Crepeau, et al., 2003, p. 1032). Together,
kinesthesia and mature postural reactions are core conc€pts that the neuorkinesthic
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approach addresses. It is believed that kinesthesia and postual reactions provide the
stability needed for distal mobility. For example, without good poshnal alignment,
balance and symmetry of the hand could be cornpromised and, as a result, handwriting
could be illegible.
Based on the neurokinesthetic approach, Benbow ( I 990) developed a program
that teaches children the firndamental movements ofhow to form a letter by practicing
basic strokes. Her curriculum also incorporates visual and kinesthetic cues to support the
child's awareness of those movements (Case-Smith, 2002). Benbow (1995c) s"ggests
.that 
kinesthetic input prior to completion of a handwriting task is more effective in
eliciting better handwriting (p. 265).
Benbow and other neurokinesthetic theorists suggest that gross motor activity is
an essential precursor to the appropriate development of fine motor skills @ennison &
Dennison, 1986; Etemad, 1994). Therefore, the neurokinesthetic approach for
handwriting rernediation can be used as a guide for assessing a child's gross motor
postural control and stability prior to engagement in fine motor activities (Cunningham
Amundson, 1992). The effectiveness ofa kinesthetic training program to improve
handwriting in children has been investigated ih a few'studies with varied results
(Sudsawad, et a1.,2002, p.27). In a study conducted by Sudsawad, et al. (2002) results
indicated that kinesthetic training did not improve handwriting or kinesthesis in children
tested. These findings provided no evidence for the use ofkinesthetic training to enhance
handwriting legibility in first grade students (Sudsawad, et a1.,2002); in contrast, Harris
& Livesey's ( I 992) findings supported the use of kinesthetic sensitivity practice for
improvement in handwriting performance. Differences in research measures may account
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for the discrepancy in findings.
Prior to leaming how to control an.object, such as a pencil, a student must initially
gain control over his body through kinesthetic awareness (Vail, 1989). Laszlo and
Bairstow (1984) re,port that "one-third of the children in the six- and seven-year-old age
groups, who were tested with their [the author's] test of kinesthetic sensitivity, slrowed
such a low level ofkinesthetic ability that leaming and performance oftasks such as
printing letters and numbers were hindered" (p. 2l l). kvine (1991) suggested that many
students in the early grades may fail to meet writing expectations set for their
developmental level because they are not kinesthetically ready to master the demands of
the occupation. As a result, educational tasks are likely to be completed at lower than
average levels for young children (Levine, 1991). Further research on the
neurokinesthetic approach may help school-based occupational therapists discover an
effective method for preparing the child for handwriting.
The research presented by Sudsawad, et al. (2002) fur0rer examined handwriting
remediation t}rough a pre and post-test study of45 first-grade students who were
randomly assigred to either a kinesthetic training group, a handwriting practice group, or
a no treafinent group. After their program was completed, the researchers concluded that
they did not find improvernent ofa child's handwriting ability through the use of
kinesthetic training as measured by the Evaluation Tool ofChildren's Handwriting
(Sudsawad, etal.,z}O2). Sudsawad, et al. (2002) did find that all teachers identified
improverment ofhandwriting legibility throughout all groups in the classroom context,
which may be the result of practice with pre-testing, or the outcome of maturational
growth. In addition, the researchers discovered that each group showed significant
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improvements in kinesthesis overall. These findings do not support the use ofkinesthetic
training to improve handwriting legibility, but instead provide evidence for improving a
child's kinesthetic awareness, which is a fundarnental skill needed for handwriting.
The Importance of Fine Motor Skill Acquisition for Promoting Handwriting Legibility
Benbow states that kinesthesia of distal joints, such as wrist and fingerjoints, is as
important as kinesthesia of proximal joints when preparing one's body for handwriting
@enbow, 1995b). Fine motor skills have a profound impact on the development of a
child's handwriting ability. Since students are required to utilize handwdting tbroughout
their education, the successful development offine motor skills tends to have a direct
effect on students' academic achievernent (Tseng & Cermak, 1993). 'A student who tries
to support strong conceptual work with weak mechanical skills is heading for a huge
school problem" (Vail, 1989, p.63). For this reason, fine motor skill development
associated with the occupation ofhandwriting needs to be encouraged.
Fine motor skills play a sigrificant role in many of our schools today. McHale
and Cermak (1992) found that all of the classrooms observed in their study showed a
high level of fine motor demands that consumed 3lo/o to 60%o of the academic day. The
majority of these fine motor tasks involved pencil and paper writing activities. Any
student leaming to write is expected to have requisite skills of organization,
differentiation, sequencing, and mernory along with postural conhol and eye-hand
coordination (Comhill & Case-Smith, 1996).
Jeanette Farmer, a handwriting specialist, has been arguing for several years that
haditional penmanship instruction should be more widely accepted by school systems
(n.d., as cited by Cox, 1999). Her reasoning is that the act of writing helps children's
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brains develop and improves their self-control. Farmer (n.d., as cited by Cox, 1999) and
other authors explain that fine motor skills involved in writing, play an essential role in
teaching the brain how to use its intrinsic ability to communicate through wriften
language (Sheffi eld, 1 996).
Ilse of Rote Writing Practice versus Fine Motor Tasks
Some theorists believe that a substantial amount of seatwork and handwriting
fosters the performance of fine motor skills through practice and repetition (Marr &
Cermalq 2003; Peterson & Nelson,2003). The fine motor skiU of handwriting is being
taught in elementary schools today through various methods ofpractice. Currenfly, most
therapeutic approaches being used in the classroom to improve handwriting skills are
paper and pencil tasks, which prevail over other types of service provision (McHale &
Cermalq 1992). This method ofteaching handwriting is structured around tracing,
repetition, practice, feedback, and reinforcernent (Milone & Wasylyk, 1981; Peterson &
Nelson,2003,p. 154).
Case Smith & Pehoski (1992) found the following:
Througlr the mechanism of sensorimotor feedback, provided through practice, a
skill progresses from a cognitive task to an automatic activity. What is important
is that, without practice, a fine-motor task such as writing, will not develop to the
level ofskilled performance necessary for daily life tasks (p. 81).
Ultimately, students will gain prowess in how to produce and confidently compose letters
ofthe alphabet from the addition of specific and enhanced handwriting instruction
(Manning, 1988).
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Through use of the traditional approach ofpracticing shokes, many children by
the age of six or seven years are fairly proficient at writing in the school setting (Cox,
1999; Curmingham Amundson, 1992; Manning 1988). However, students with leaming
disabilities, developmental delays, or neurological impairments often struggle to write
legibly for years when solely guided by the standard handwriting currisulurn urirhin the
regular and special education classrooms.
. On the other hand, some handwriting experts feel that interaction witb and
manipulation of small objects helps children leam how to hold a pencil correctly while
moving it precisely and rapidly (Case Smith, as cited in Grabmeier, 2005). Pencil
movement across paper requires the ability to isolate and coordinate individual finger and
thumb movements, skills that children can rehearse by playing with small items.
Grabmeier (2005) agrees and asserts that'lractice u/ith a pencil or crayon isn't very
helpful for young children because the hand and finger muscles they need aren't
developed yet" (para. 7). Ultimately, the most appropriate means for developing fine
motor skills must be utilized so that students may enhance their ability to rildte.
The Importance of Gross Motor Skill Acquisition to Handwriting Legibility
Handwriting methods incorporating a combination of both gross and fine motor
skills for the development of handwriting competence are slowly regaining popularity in
the school setting. With this trend now reappearing, most schools are beginning to
consider curricula that work to enhance handwriting thrcugh physical activity. Numerous
researchers (Addy, 1996; Dennison, 1986; Grabmeier, 2005;Lacey,2002; Levine' 1991;
Sheffield, 1996) purport that handwriting can be enhanced by developing specific
perceptual and motor skills. These researchers are discovering that 'through movement
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the child acts upon his or her extemal environment and receives intemal impressions"
@temad, 1994, p. 1l; Woods, 2001).
Lacey Q002) states that 'young children in the classroom setting are being
pushed earlier and earlier into meeting the demands of formal skills" (para. 2). Lacey
claims that a scheduled paiod of time should be incorporated into a student's day for
running, jumping lifting, and balancing in order to develop gross motor movernent,
which will subsequently enhance fine motor skills. Gross motor activity seerns to focus
ones' energy and help ones' body to connect so that leaming will occur (Addn 1996).
Montessori also provided valuable information on the development of a child's
handwriting skills (Woods, 2001). She challenged the conventional method of
handwriting instruction (i.e. practicing letter formation) as being incompatible with the
child's typical development ofmovement. Rather, she accentuated the value of
movement that is needed to manipulate objects, perform occupations, and leam from the
environme,nt. Montessori's work (as cited in Etem ad, 1994) suggests that the brain,
sensory organs, and muscles must all work together in order for an activity to be canied
out precisely; movement is the needed catalyst to begin this cycle ofperformance'
Montessori also believed that "development of the child's mind comes through
movement and therefore should be coupled with it, as cognitive growth is dependelrt on
movement" (p. l2). Thus, a shong emphasis on physical activity or movement and its
connection to leaming has been proposed in the past.
More iecently, Dr. Dennison (1986), founder of Brain Gym and Educational
Kinesiology, is a researcher who supports the idea ofmovernent to enhance readiness
skills. Brain Gym is the study and application of exercises that activate the brain for
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optimal storage and retrieval of information. The Brain Gym program incorporates a
series ofquick, fun, and effective activities that enhance performance in all areas by
supporting whole brain integration. "Educational Kinesiology is a systematic approach to
re-educating the whole mind/body systern for accomplishing any skill or function with
greater ease and efficiency. The intention is to support and nurture the leamer's innate
and organic unfolding of skills and intelligence" (Brain Gym Intemational, 2003; para.
t4).
Dr. Dennison (1986) and Montessori (Etemad, 1994; Woods, 2001) suggest that
ample time should be allocated for development of gross motor activity. With the
physical need for movement satisfied throughout the dan it is hlryothesized that fine
motor skills will improve and "may influence the quality and quantity of the child's
leaming and achievernent in the classroom" (McHale & Cermak, 1992, p. 898). To
achieve the greatest academic success these fine motor skills need to develop correctly to
allow for legible handwriting.
The Importance of Gross and Fine Motor Control in Combination
The ability to control the shoulder, arm, arid wrist while using finer and more
exact movements of smaller muscles of the hand and fingers, develops from birth
progressively into the early school years (Levine, l99l ). The capability to coordinate
shoulder, arm, wrist, and finger movements helps allow a student to operate scissors or a
pencil accurately. The ability to perform these tasks becomes progressively essential for
functioning within the classroom setting, as fine motor demands increase as a student
moves to a higher grade level (Levine, l99l). "Without the stabilization of the shoulder,
elbow, and wrist, the speed and dexterity of the hand's intrinsic movements when
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manipulating the writing tool become impeded. These insufficient neuromuscular
mechanisms oommonly interfere with legible handwfitingi' (Cunningham Amundson,
1992, p. 65). Acquisition ofgross motor skills will therefore allow a student to
successfirlly maintain a level of functioning so that he or she can meet the demands of
fine motor tasks without having to consciously plan motor output.
Summ ary and Imp li cati ons
Legible handwriting is clearly associated with academic performance and the
development of self-esteem. However, handwriting is receiving less emphasis in the
elementary classroom setting compared to that in the past. Delays in handwriting, which
interfere with an ability to communicate in written form, are areas of eligibility for
related therapeutic services under Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
Occupational therapists are related service providers who are skilled in the rernediation of
handwriting delays. Based on the literature it is clear that there is discrepancy about the
most effective treaunent stiategy for improving handwriting legibility. This discrepancy
firttrer emphasizes the need for an experimental research study to be conducted on the
effectiveness offine or gross motor activities on the acquisition ofhandwriting legibility
in the classroom.
Chapter 3: Methodology
Methods and Procedures
The purpose ofthis study was to investigate the effectiveness ofparticipation in
either a gtoss or fine motor program on first grade students' handwriting legibility. The
research questions that were addressed in this study were:
I ) Does the provision of gross motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction
elicit increased legibility?
2) Does the provision offine motor occupations prior to handwriting instuction
elicit increased legibilitv?
3) Is it more effective to teach handwriting after engaganent in fine motor
occupations or gross motor occupations?
Research Design
For the purpose ofthis study, a pre-test, post-test quasiexperimental design was
utilized to collect data. children in four elementary first grade classrooms were assigted
to either an experime,ntal or contol group. The dependent variables were generated by
the Test ofHandwriting Skills (Gardner, 1998). This grouped, pre- and post-testing
method allowed a large population to be accessed, which increased the sample size in
anticipation of increasing the generalizability of the results. Quasi-experimental studies
can generate objective data about cause and effect interactions @ePoy & Gitlin, 1998).
This type ofresearch also provides for greater generalization than anecdotal research.
Participants
Participants were recruited from four first grade classrooms in the Altmar-Parish-
williamstown school distict in rural Upstate New York. Two of the classes engaged in
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pre-writing motor programs prior to the tlpical handwriting instuction that occurred in
the classroom. Two classes served as the control groups and received only the tSpical
handwriting instuction that occurred daily in the classroom (see Figue l).
Students in this dishict are assigred to classrooms by a stratified random
distribution ofhigh, moderate and low level functioning students, and by disribution of
personality t1pes. The intent ofthe school district is to compose classrooms in such a way
that relatively equal numbers of chil&en from all achievement and pennnality criteria
exist in each classroom. Therefore, it was assumed that the 4 classrooms were generally
equally mixed by skill level. All students in the selected classrooms who had parental
permission were eligible for participation in the study. Fernales and males, between ages
offive and seven years old, were included. A demographic form was developed and sent
to parent(s/guardian(s) in order to obtain data for describing characteristics of
participants.
Inclusion criteria for participants in the study were: (a) enrollment in one ofthe
four first-grade classrooms in the specified school dishict; (b) informed consent from a
parent/guardian; (c) attendance for at least 8 of the l5 days ofthe study.
Exclusion criteria fuicluded: (a) students receiving occupational therapy services
for handwriting remediation or those who had a diagnosed condition that impeded their
handwriting ability; O) students without a sigred informed consent from a
parenUguardian; (c) any student who was eight years ofage; (d) any student with more
than 8 absences. The cut-off age of eight years was used due to maturational effects and
developmental milestones associated with the age range that could influence handwriting
performance and serve as a confounding factor.
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School Distict
Elementary
School #2
Elementary
School #1
First Grade Class
#2
(Contol Group)
First Grade Class
#3
Fine Motor
@re-Writing Program)
First Grade Class
#4
(Contol Group)
First Grade
Class #l
Gross Motor
(Pre-Writing Program)
Figure 1. Layout for recruitment ofparticipants from four first grade classrooms.
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Variables
Handwriting legibility as measured by handwriting scores generated by the Test
of Handwriting Skills (THS) by Morrison Gardner was the primary dependent variable of
interest in the study. Handwriting legibitty was operationalized through adminishation of
the THS assessment that measures how a child motorically produced letters, words and
numbers spontaneously, from dictation, and from copying. This assessment also
determines the speed ofproducing letters spontaneously, however this variable was not of
main concern in the study.
Variables that were manipulated in the study included fine and gross motor
occupations prior to handwriting instruction, as well as the timefrarne ofthe study. Fine
motor occupations (Appendix G) were adapted from Mary Benbow's suggested pre-
writing activity ideas @enbow, 1995a) and gross motor occupations (Appendix F) were
adapted from Brain Gym concepts @ennison, & Dennison, 1986). Pre-existing factors
that co-existed included the subject's age, gendeq and hand dominance. There were some
confounding factors such as teachers' level of interest in this study and years of
experience that may have affected the results.
M e asur e me nt In s t rurn e nt
A preliminary search of handwriting assessments was performed to find tools that
could serve as a pre-test and post-test measure. Assessments researched included the
Evaluation Tool of Children's Handwriting (Amundson, 1995), the Test of Handwriting
Skills (Gardner, 1998), the Denver Handwriting Assessment (Anderson, 1983), the
Minnesota Handwriting Assessment (Reisman, 1999), and the fine motor component of
the Bruininks Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency @ruininks, 1978). The Test of
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Handwriting Skills (THS) developed by Morrison F. Gardner (1998) was chosen to
collect handwriting samples for several reasons.
The THS assesses both manuscript and cursive handwriting. The assessment for
manuscript handwriting was used in this study because first grade students are only
required to use manuscript writing during educational activities, and had not yet been
taught cursive. According to Gardner (1998), the Test of Handwriting Skills is a
standardized and norm referenced test desigred to meet the needs of occupational
therapists when measuring handwriting legibility. The Test of Handwriting Skills
(Gardner, 1998) "measures how a child produces motorically with his or her hand letters
of the alphabet and numbers from memory and by copying, it is not a test to measure a
child's memory of language symbols or general intellectual functioning" (p. 1l)' It also
incorporates tlree styles ofhandwriting: D'Nealian, Pakner, and Zaner-Bloser. The THS
is convenient because it can be administered individually or to a classroom of students.
The THS was desigred for children from five through eleven years of age. The ten THS
subtests measure a number ofhandwriting skills including spontaneous writing ofupper
and lower case letters in sequence, writing upper and lower case letters and words from
dictation, writing numbers from dictation, and copying letters, words, and sentences (see
Table 1).
Scores from this assessment include means, standard deviations, and numerical
data. The Test of Handwriting Skills was also chosen due to its easy administration
procedures, simple scoring criteria, and available normative data. The testing booklets
used for the Test of Handwriting Skills are also simple for students to use and subtest
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pages are labeled with non-language symbols for easy identification. Test booklets for the
fiIS are available in both the manuscript and cursive format.
Reliability and validity of the THS has been established. Itern total conelation
ranged from -.01 to .45 and intemal consistency of reliability was established at .51 to .78
(Gardner, 1998). Two of the ten subtests' @icycle and Horse) reliabilities are fairly low
due to a small number of iterns given whereas other subtests are stronger. Gardner (1998)
encourages studies on THS content and construct validity so that analytical levels maybe
determined.
Pre-test and post-test assessments were administered in the cafeteria (see Figure
2) ofthe elementary school at which the students were currently enrolled. The classroom
setting provided cues that influenced the students' handwriting skills such as alphabet
cardsl therefore, there was a need to use an alternative environment in order to eliminate
the cues. The cafeteria setting consisted oftables and chairs, tile flooring, fluorescent
lighting, rehactable wall, windows, and bathroom area.
Figure 2. Student demonstrating testing conditions.
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Table 1. Description of Test of Handwriting Skills Subtests byM. Gardner (1998)
Subtest Number Subtest Narne Description
1 Airplane Spontaneous upper-case letters of the alphabet Ato Z
in sequence, circle letter written afrer 20 seconds.
2 Bus Spontaneous lower-case letters of the alphabet AtoZ
in sequence, circle letter written after 20 seconds.
3 Butterfly Upper case letters of the alphabet from dictation, no
sequence.
4 Frog Lower case letters of the alphabet from dictation, no
sequence.
5 Bicycle Nine numbers from dictation no sequence.
6 Tree Copy twelve upper case letters, no sequence.
Horse Copy ten lower case letters, no sequence.
8 Truck Copy six words in upper and lower case.
9 Book Copy two sentences in upper and lower case.
10 Lion Six words from dictation in upper and lower case.
Note: Table developed from narative in Gardner, M. (1998). Test of Handwriting Skills
Manual. Novato, CA: Academic Therapy Publication.
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Scoring Criteia
"Evaluation of handwriting has traditionally involved the use of handwriting
scales in which legibility is rated through comparison to a series of graded samples"
(Feder, et a1.,2000, p. 198). The THS handwriting sample is scored based on a scale of
zero to three; zero being the poorest andthree being the best possible performance
(Gardner, 1998, p. 16). Criteria for scoring a child's handwriting functions are listed in
the THS test manual (see Figure 3). 'A score ofO indicates the inability to write a letter
or the letter has missing parts/added parts; a score of I indicates closure problems, lines
that are broken/unattached, or double lines for single lines; a score of2 indicates
overextended lines or broken lines but attached; and a score of3 indicates accurate
writing" (Gardner, 1998, p. 30). Raw scores are then converted into standard, scaled,
stanine, and percentile ranks scores (Gardner, 1998).
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Figure 3. Sample of scoring criteria for airplane subtest'
Procedure
Ithaca College's Human Subjects Instirutional Review Board approved the study.
The principals ofthe elementary schools were contacted by phone and a formal letter
B
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explaining the study and requesting permission to conduct the study within their school
building was hand delivered (Appendix A). Consent was obtained from both building
principals. The parent(s/guardian(s) ofthe students identified as potential participants
were sent a packet containing a recruitnent letter (Appendix B) explaining the purpose
and conditions ofthe study, an informed consent form (Appendix C), and a demograrphic
form (Appendix D) via student folders sent home by the classroom teacher. Ofa possible
82 first-grade participants, 52 parenVguardian consents were received by the building
principals. All signed consent and demographic forms returned by the
parent(s)/guardian(s) were coded numerically by the building principals to ensure
confidentiality and anonymity of the study. The principal was the only individual who
knew what tests conesponded to what student.
To examine the effects of fine motor versus gross motor preparation for
handwriting legibility this study employed Benbow's theory to create both a fine motor
and gross motor program. The researcher desigrred pre-writing occupations based on
either gross or fine motor activities and detailed the protocol for each day and the
occupations to be utilized. The classrooms were designated as either an experimental
group (a pre-writing program of either fine or gross motor occupations) or conbol group
(no pre-writing program) based on the teacher's perceived ability to add the pre-writing
program into the classroom schedule. Thus, participants were assigned to a particular
group by virtue of participation in the designated classrooms. Prior to initiation ofthe
study, teachers of the four classrooms were instructed on the principles and techniques
used with their class. Teachers received approximately one hour of group instruction
presented by the researcher and were also provided with the researcher's contact
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information to allow access for further questions or comments during the study. In
addition, teachers were provided with all necessary materials for the motor program and
individually instructed on the protocol for the pre-writing motor program being taught in
their classroom. Teachers reported that all classes were being taught handwriting using
the Handwriting Without Tears progtam in a manner consistent with the program
guideline.
The teachers ofthe experimental groups were scheduled to integrate either fme or
gross motor occupations into the handwriting curriculum prior to handwriting instruction
for fifteen consecutive school days. The fine and gross motor occupations were
conducted in a safe, carpeted area in the students' assigted classrooms. Teachers were
also contacted once a week via email or phone to allow for the opporhrnity to address
concems or aRswer questions. AII teachers were supplied with contact information if they
had any additional questions between scheduled contacts. Each teacher also administered
sub-test #9 of the THS on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays to serve as a short-term
measurement ofthe effects ofthe added occupations.
In the pre-testing and post-testing phase of the study, the students were rernoved
from the classrooms for administration of the Test of Handwriting Skills. In relation to
the classroom schedule, the pre- and post-testing occurred in the moming beginning
either at 9:30am or l0:30am. The researcher administered the Test of Handwriting Skills
pre-test and post-test to all students. The building principal then coded each test booklet
of handwriting samples and student names were removed in order to ensure
confidentiality of the students. A research assistant conducted a second coding procedure
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to blind the researcher to the classroom assignment prior to the scoring of the handwriting
samples by the researcher.
At the initial pre-test session, students were seated in a chair at a cafeteria table
and the Test of Handwriting Skills Assessment was administered in standard forrnat for
group adminishation (Gardner, 1998). The pre-test took approximately thirty minutes to
complete. All data was recorded on the score sheets and was coded as described.
Teacher-directed, pre-writing programs were then implemented for a 3 week (15
school day) period. One teacher directed prescribed gross motor occupations every day
prior to handwriting instruction for three weeks; and the other teacher directed prescribed
fine motor occupations every day prior to handwriting instruction and after tlpical
seatwork time. Thus, the gross motor group was significantly more physically active than
the fine motor group prior to handwriting instruction. The time of day for completion of
the handwdting assessment, pre-writing motor program and handwriting class was mid-
moming to correspond to the time that handwriting instruction tlpically occurred in the
classroom. Teachers in the classrooms that were used as control goups conducted class
according to their typical school day schedule. The amount ofphysical activity in the
control classrooms prior to handwriting instruction was not tracked.
After the completion of this three-week program, students were re-assessed in the
cafeteria using the Test of Handwriting Skills by the researcher. The students were
assessed during a time period that did not conflict with academic curriculum or "specials"
such as gym, music, art, or recess. This study was completed the lst 3 weeks of
November, to avoid conflict with state education tests.
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Analysis of Data
The researcher completed scoring of the TIIS handwriting samples by scoring not
more than 10 per scoring session to conhol for fatigue over a period of4 weeks. The
researcher was blind to participant and class assignment. Therefore, the researcher did not
know which participants were in the o<perimental or control groups. Data collected fro.m
the ten subtests on the Test of Handwilting Skills and the demographic forms were
entered in the statistical package for social science (SPSS) version 12.0 for analysis
(SPSS for Windows, 2001). Data collected were predominantly numerical. Means and
standard deviations for standard scores on the THS were based on the derived norms
listed in the test manual, which have a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15.
Scores on each of the subscales were transformed into T-scores in order to
standardize the values so that comparisons between subjects of different ages could be
made (see Appendix K). The T-scores for each subscale of the THS were analyzed using
a2X2X2 ANOVA (Activity by Practice by Time) with repeated measures on the last
factor. The independent variables included group (fine motor versus gross motor),
activity (conrol versus experimental) and time (pre- versus post-test). The dependent
variables included fine versus gross motor pre-writing programs, control versus
experimental group, and pre versus post-test. Post-hoc analysis of sigrrificant F values
included ge,nder variance. The alpha level was set at 0.05 for all analyses. The scores on
the THS were analyzed using a 2 x 2 x 2 factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) grouped
by practice (fine motor and gross motor), activity (control and experimental) & time (pre-
to post-test), using a comparison of means, and repeated measures (grouped by time) to
see ifa sigrificant difference was present, and if the pre-writing programs were effective.
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A repeated measure analysis of covariance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the difference
between pre- and post-test scores on the THS for experimental and control groups.
An ANOVA adjusts for selection differences that may exist and is also usefrrl in
research when random assignment to groups is not possible @epoy & Gitlin, 1998). An
ANOVA was used to statistically control for differe, rces in pretest THS scores because it
was not possible to randomly assign students to experimental and control groups since
whole classes were used for the groups. Raw scores from the THS handwriting samples
were used to develop scatter plot graphs for a few reasons: the researcher wanted to use
the true raw scores before values were converted into mean and standard deviation
equations required for SPSS analysis to secure a more precise representation when
plotting data in charts, and to more easily see pattems of intermittent change (see chapter
4 charts). These were the main statistical analyses conducted for the study and provided
an overall strategy to determine whether the intervention was effective.
Limitations and'Delimitations
This study utilized a sample of convenience, which inlluences the ability to
generalize the results to a larger population. The participants only represented one school
district in Upstate NY, which limits one's ability to view results as universal; thus, it is
not represantative of the total sample of first gnde students. Assigning classrooms to pre-
writing or control groups based on the teacher's perception of scheduling the program
into their classroom agenda added the limitation ofteacher program follow through and
ultimately biased results. The majority of studens in the study were of caucasian
backgrounds. Participants were limited to children between the ages of five and seven
years old. children with conditions and/or disabilities that impeded their handwriting,
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and children receiving services such as occupational therapy, physical therapy, and
speech language therapy were not included in the study. Results may only be generalized
to children who have similar characteristics to those who participated in this study. The
selection ofparticipants in this study also limits the ability to generalize findings to
students in differing grade levels.
Choosing only to assess the fine motor skill of handwriting limited the ability to
broadly view the effects ofthe motor programs on other fine motor occupations such as
cutting, coloring or lacing. Removing the students from their nahralistic classroom
context for administration of the THS served as a limitation. Although it was necessary to
eliminate the influence of classroom cues, the additional limitation of improper seated
positioning of students became a factor.
Assumptions
The following assumptions were made as part of the investigation:
. The population of first grade students was a representative sample of the
population ofinterest
o The participants were first grade students who are tlpically developing
. The parents would fill out the dernographic forms accurately and honestly
o The teachers would conduct the intervention program accurately
. . There would be a beneficial effect of gross or fine motor pre-writing occupations
o The nature ofthe handwriting assessment would generate accurate data and would
gather the data intended for the purpose of the study.
Chapter 4: Results
Demographic Ovemiew
A sample ofconvenience was used for the purpose ofthis study. Originally, 82
stud€nts were available to participate, however, 30 were excluded due to lack ofparental
consent, student identification as receiving a related service, or as having a diagrosed
condition that impetled his or her handwriting ability.
The majority ofparticipants were tlpically developing first grade students who
were of Caucasian descent. At the conclusion of the study, no children were excluded due
to absenteeism. This sample included 34 females (65%) and 18 males (357o) beiween the
ages offive and seven years old. The majority of students were 6 years old (n:42;8lYo),
with the remaining sample comprised of 5 year olds (n = 3; 6%) md7 year olds (n = 7;
1370). Forty-three of the children were right handed, five were left handed, and four were
not sure ofhand dominance. Table I depicts the number of students per classroom.
Of the frfty-two participants, forty-three used their right hands (837o), five used
their left hands (10%), and four were not sure which hand they used when writing during
the test (87o).
Research Questions
The results will be discussed by answering the original research questions.
1) Does the provision of gross motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction
elicit increased legibility?
2) Does the provision of fine motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction
elicit increased legibility?
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Table 2. Number andpercentage of participants per study grouping.
Percentage of Total
Fine Motor
Conffol Group forFine Motor
Gross Motor
Control Group for Gross Motor
13
12
t2
15
25%
23%
23%
29%
Group
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3) Is it more effective to teach handwriting after engagement in fine motor
occupations or gross motor occupations?
After completing analysis using SPSS 12.0, ANOVA charts (see Table 3 and
Appendix L) and scatter plot graphs (see Tables 4-33) were developed to determine
pattems of sigrificance to assist in answering the research questions.
The results of the ANOVA were statisically insigrificant for all but one subtest.
The butterlly subtest was the sole subtest in the THS assessment that was statistically
sigrrificant when analyzed (F : 4.66, p = .036)- Table 3 shows the statistical analysis for
the butterlly subtest on the Test of Handwriting Skills. See Appendix L for ANOVA
results ofall other subtests.
A visual analysis of the data from the Monday, Wednesday, and Friday teacher-
administered handwriting subtest indicated that no sigrificant differences were elicited on
a bi-daily basis. In light of the visual analysis and the insigrificant findings of the pre and
post data, further analysis was not done.
Gross Motor Efec*
Does the provisi on of gross motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction elicit
increased legibilit/
The incorporation of gross motor occupations in the pre-writing program did not
improve handwriting legibility in these students. The findings of this research question
, offer no support for the use of gross motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction to
elicit better handwriting legibility in first-grade students.
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Table 3. ANOVA scores for experimental and control groups for the butterfly subtest on
the Test of Handwriting Skills.
Butterfly
Practice (fine / gross)
Activity (teat / confrol)
Time (pre / post)
Practice x Activity
Practice x Time
Activityx Time
Practice x Activity x Time
0.45
1.85
15.61
0.62
9.64
1.45
4.66
0.505
0.180
0.000
0.436
0.003
0.234
0.036
Note: practice : fine versrxi gross motor activity; activity: treatnent versus control goup;
time: pre vemxi post-testing.
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Tables 4 - 13 display the results ofthe THS subtests that note the pattem of
intermittent scatters of sigrificance, which indicate that no overall effect is seen. Table 6
illustrates the butterfly subtest, which was the sole subtest in the THS assessment that
was statistically significant when analyzed.
Fine Motor Efects
Does the provisi on of fine motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction elicit
increased legibilitf
The incorporation of fine motor occupations in the pre-writing program did not
improve handwriting legibility in these students. The findings ofthis research question
offer no support for the use offine motor occupations prior to handwriting instruction to
elicit better handwriting legibility in first-grade students.
Tables 14 
- 
23 display the results ofthe THS subtests that note the pattem of intermittent
scatters of sigrificance, which indicate that no overall effect is seen (see Tables 14 - 23).
Table 16 illustrates the butterlly subtest, which was the sole subtest in the THS
assessment that was statistically significant when analyzed.
Gross versus Fine Motor Efects
Is it more effective to teach handwriting after angageme infine notor occupations or
gross motor occtpations?
The incorporation offine or gross motor occupations in a pre-writing program did
not improve handwriting legibility in these students: The findings of this research
question offer no support for indicating whether teaching handwriting after engagement
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Table 4. Airplane Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Contol Class.
Airplane
(Spont Upper Alphabet Seq)
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Table 5. Bus Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Bus
(Spont Lower Alphabet Seq)
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Table 6. Butterfly Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Butterfly
(Dictation Upper Alpha No Seq)
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Table T.FrogSubtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
. Frog
(Dictation Lower Alpha No Seq)
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Table 8. Bicycle Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Bicycle
(Dictation #9 No Order)
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Table 9.Tree Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Tree
(Copy 12 Upper Letters No Seq)
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Table /0. Horse Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Confrol Class.
Horse
(Gopy 10 Lower Letters No Seq)
35
Eso
8,,
Ezotr
*.15of,o
utE5
0
20
POST-Test Raw Scores
Table //. Truck Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Truck
(Gopy 6 Words Lower & Upper)
AControlGross Motor
o Gross Motor
aControl Gross Motor
o Gross Motor
oo
oo
U'
=
.E
u,
ooFIttltrG
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
oA o"ka
fta,
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Table l2.Book Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Control Class.
Book
(Gopy 2 Sentences Lower & Upper)
AControlGross Motor
o Gross Motor
Table /3. Lion Subtest for Gross Motor Class versus Gross Motor Conhol Class.
Lion
(Dicbtion 6 Words)
90
880bzoto60
Eso
f;qo
8goFfizo
ffro
0
oo
oooi(E
E,
ooFtlrltG
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
6 Control Gross Motor
o Gross Motor
6Sa 
'oooo6'a
40 60
POST-Test Raw Scores
20 30 40
POST-Test Raw Scores
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in fine motor occupations or gross motor occupations is more effective for improving
handwriting legibility in first-grade students.
Tables24.33 display the resuls of the THS subtests that note the pattem of
intencxitte,nt scatters of sigrificance, which indicate that no overall effect is seen (see
tables 24 - 33). Table 26 illustrates the butterfly subtest, which was the sole subteit to
show the differences itr ef:fect on the scatter plot.
Gender
Table 34 gives an overview of mean scores grouped by gender variance for the
ten subtests in the Test of Handwriting Skills. Females achieved higher mean scores than
the males on eight out often subtests, however, this difference was not statistically
sigrificant (see table 34).
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Table 14. Airplane Subtest for Fine Motor Class velsus Fine Motor Conhol Class.
Airplane
(Spont Upper Alphabet Seq)
too
ooo
!(E
E,
o
ot
uld
o.
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
OControl Fine
o Fine Motor
Table 15. Bus Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Control Class.
Bus
(Spont Lower Alphabet Seq)
oo
o(,
o
=.Etr
o
oF
a
lrJ
E,
o.
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
oControl Fine
o Fine Motor
oo&6 tro
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Table /6. Butterfly Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Control Class.
Butterfly
(Dictation Upper Alpha No Seq)
80
870
860
3uo
E+o
830
tro
Ero
0
Table lT.FrogSubtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Control Class.
Frog
(Dictation Lower AlPha No Seq)
OControl Fine
o Fine Motor
OControl Fine
o Fine Motor
80
870
860
?uo
Eqo
Eso
tro
ffro
0
tr
oo8 trD
tr&
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Table 18. Bicycle Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Conhol Class.
Bicycle
(Dictation #9 No Order)
trB o
o oog%o8oo
o
tr
oo
o(,
o
=
Gu
o
oFIl!E
o.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Table 19.Tree Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Control Class.
Tree
(Copy 12 Upper Letters No Seq)
oControl Fine
o Fine Motor
oControl Fine
u Fine Motor
oo
o(,
o
'
(E
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ooFt
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E,
o.
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
10 15 20 25 30
POST-Test Raw Scores
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Table 20. Horse Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Contol Class.
Horse
(Copy l0 Lower Letters No Seq)
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
20
POST-Test Raw Scores
Table 2I.TruckSubtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Control Class.
Truck
(Copy 6 Words Lower & UpPer)
oo
o(,
o
=
G
E,
ooFI
IrJu
o.
oo
oo
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=
.E
G
o
oFI
IIJtr
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50
40
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10
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OControl Fine
o Fine Motor
o Control Fine
o Fine Motor
20 40
POST-Test Raw Scores
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Table 22.Book Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Contol Class.
Book
(Gopy 2 Sentences Lower & Upper)
oControl Fine
o Fine Motor
Table 23.LionSubtest for Fine Motor Class versus Fine Motor Contol Class.
Lion
(Dictation 6 Words)
tr
tr
90
o80
Ezo
Eoo
Eso
!qo
Egot-
rrr zo
ffro
0
o
E
ooo
=
(!
u
ooFI
lrJ
d,
o.
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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!oQODtr 8ooCtrCDtr
oControl Fine
o Fine Motor
40
POST-Test Raw Scores
tr
20
40 60
POST-Test Raw Scores
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c Fine Motor
o Grcss Motor
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
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Table 24. Ajrplarlre Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Airplane
(Spont Upper Alphabet Seq)
80
870
860
?uo
E+o
830
Ero
Ero
0
Table 25. Bus Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Bus
(Spont. Lower Alphabet Seq)
80
070
860
?uo
&+o
Eso
tro
Ero
0
40
POST-Test Raw Scores
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Table 26.Blfiterfly Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Butterfly
(Dictation Upper Alpha No Seq)
o
E
ooo
!
.Ed
ool-I
IIJt
o.
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Table 27.FrogSubtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Frog
(Dictation Lower Alpha No Seq)
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
oo
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=
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E,
ooFI
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o.
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70
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50
40
30
20
10
0
40
POST-Test Raw Scores
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o
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Table 2S.Bicycle Subtest for Fine Motor Class venius Gross Motor Class.
Bicycle
(Dictation #9 No Order)
30
fi, zs
o
Ezo
=&rs
EroFiltrc
o.
0
10 15 20
POST-Test Raw Scores
Table 29.Tree Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Tree
(Copy 12 Upper Letters No Seq)
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
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0
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20
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Table 30. Horse Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Horse
(Gopy 10 Lower Letters No Seq)
o
E
ooo
=
r!0l
oot;
UItr
o.
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
Table 3/. Truck Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Truck
(Copy 6 Words Lower & Upper)
oo
oot,
=
.Et
ooFI
lJJt
o.
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
trtro
o
tr
tr
POST-Test Raw Scores
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Table 32. Book Subtest forFine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
Book
(Copy 2 Sentences Lower & Upper)
90
880bzo
Eoo
Eso
n- qo
8soF
ru zO
Ero
0
Table 33. Lion Subtest for Fine Motor Class versus Gross Motor Class.
o Fine Motor
o Gro.ss Motor
o Fine Motor
o Gross Motor
oo
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=
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u
ooFt
IrJu
o.
70
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50
40
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20
10
0
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(Dictation 6 Words)
rrD tr 
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40
POST-Test Raw Scores
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Table 34. Gender Variance by Test of Handwriting Skills Subtest Means Scores
Gender Variance of PRE & POST Tests
25
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10
5
0
-5
-10
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o(,
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tr
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o
=
E=F9EOyroEMCEAFfE
.=)[D
Subtests
tr N4ales
I Females
:Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose ofthis study was to determine if fine or gross motor occupations
incorporated into a pre-writing program improve scores in handwriting legibility as
measured by the Test of Handwriting Skills.
The results of this study suggest that the addition of a motor program prior to
handwriting instruction does not alfect legibility in any of the conditions stated in the
research questions. knprovements of handwriting legibility were found on the THS when
comparing the mean scores from pre- to post-test across all four groups, however, scores
were not statistically sigrificant. Change between pre- to posrtest would be expected due
to maturation and the direct teaching of handwriting in the classroom for this age group.
It is important to note that the teachers in all four classrooms used the Handwriting
without Tears Program, which is a neurokinestically based handwriting program. The
additional pre-writing motor programs may have been ineffective because the participants
were already receiving similar types ofinput on a daily basis through the handwriting
program itself. This study did not address the possibility that some effect may have
occuned if the handwriting program were based on rote practice'
The lack of statistically sigrificant change in THS scores may also be due to the
measurernent instrument used and the fact that all participants were typically developing.
The THS may not have served as a suffciently sensitive measure of discrete changes in a
student,s handwriting legibility for this age group since writing skill is still variable.
ln answer to the research questions examined, analysis showed that there was no
statistically significant difference in handwriting legibility as measured by the Test of
Handwriting Skills in either study group as compared to the control groups. The findings
t5
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of this study are similar to those of past studies. For example, Sudsawad, et al. (2002'1
found that kinesthetic training did not improve handwriting legibility of first grade
children tested in their study. Sudsawad, et al. (2002) measured kinesthesis and
handwriting legibility before and after intervention. There was no sigtificant
improvement ofhandwriting legibility as measured by a standardized test in any of the
groups they tested, although teachers indicated improvement ofhandwriting legibility in
the classroom setting in all groups.
Cunningham Amundson (1992) claims that the use of a combination of
techniques to improve handwriting is more effective than any one method, but it was
beyond the scope of this study to examine the question ofthe effects ofa combined gross
and fine motor program on handwriting legibility. Harris and Lives ey (1992)did find that
kinesthetic ability is important for the performance of motor tasks such as handwriting.
Children in their study who participated in kinesthetic sensitivity practice produced
significant improvement in handwriting performance while handwriting practice alone
did not; therefore, they suggested that rote practice alone does not produce the most
effective approach for handwriting remediation. The conflicting results ofvarious studies
suggest that more research is needed in this area.
Gender Effects
Girls dernonstrated more improvement overall in eight out often Subtests,
whereas boys in the groups showed more improvement in two of the ten subtests. This
finding supports Gardner's (1998) conclusion that on average fernales tend to perform
slightly better on THS items than males. Research indicates that illegible handwriting is
attributed to a male more often than to a female (Sappington & Money, 2003; Spillman &
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Others, 1994; Sprouse & Webb, 1994). Research also claims that at this age females are
at an advantage scholastically and athletically as compared to males due to the fact that
female brains grow faster @pstein, 2004). For example, a four-year-old female has the
equivalent size ofa five-year-old male brain at this age. In kindergarten, there is a twenty
percent difference between females and males.
The developmental difference between males and females might explain why
many first grade classrooms are currently composed of seven-year-old males and six-
year-old females (Dana Foundation, 2004). Dr. Martha Denckla, professor ofNeurology,
Pediatrics, and Psychiatry at Kennedy Krieger Institute at Johns Hopkins University,
explained that around the age of six years the brain is developing at a slightly lesser rate
in boys than in girls (Dana Foundation, 2004). Therefore, many schools are intermixing
the ages ofmale students versus female students. Consequently, girls do better
motorically with handwriting at this developmental age. The effect of the participants'
age on handwriting legibility could not be addressed in this study, as a disproportionate
majority of studants were six years of age.
Hand Dominance
When viewing research on hand dominance Erhardt (1994) noted that:
"normal t}ree year olds still show ambidexteritS altemating dominance from one
hand to the other until six years of age. Between four to six years of age,
dominance gradually increases and the other hand becomes more passive.
completely integrated dominance does not always occur until eight to nine years
of age" (p. l5).
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Therefore, it is not unusual that some participants had not yet established hand
dominance. When standardizing the THS Gardner (1998) found that right-handed
students perform somewhat better on THS items than left-handed students. In this study
the vast majority of students were right handed, therefore, the handedness analysis was
not done and was not felt to affect the outcomes ofthe study.
Potential ExpLanation for Insignificant Findings
A number ofpossible explanations need to be considered when attempting to
interpret the outcomes of this study.
S e I ec tion of o c cap at ion s.
An interaction within or between the fine or gross motor programs may not have
been diicovered due to the occupations selected. Although the occupations selected are
reported in the as commonly used (Benbow, 1995b; Levine, 1991; Woodward
& Swinth, 2002), these motor occupations may not have been the best possible pre-
writing motor techniques available to assist handwriting skill development. This review
of motor occupations is noteworthy since they are so commonly used in practice. In
addition, contol groups may have completed classroom activities sulficiently similar to
those in the prescribed motor programs through typical use of the Handwriting without
Tears Program, thus, canceling out the potential effects of the added motor programs.
Pre-writing Program time frame.
The three-week time frame for completion of the motor programs may not have
been sufficient for demonstrating the attainment of improved handwriting skills. The time
frame was short due to the time constraints of the study. It is possible that results may
have been different if the programs were in effect for a longer time. This study was
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carried out for three weeks in the classroom. Some skills of handwriting may require a
longer time period before improved skill ernerges and statistically significant changes are
evident.
Asses sment instrument administered.
.The 
Test of Handwriting Skills assessme,nt used to test first grade students may
not have been a sufficiently sensitive mensure ofhandwriting legibility. Given that the
purpose of this study was to examine handwriting legibility in terms of how a child
produces letters and numbers motorically and that the THS incorporates subtests that
required use ofcognitive skills by the students, the THS may not have been a sufficiently
specific.tool. For example, a subtest requesting one to copy lettem relies on motoric skill
while limiting the need for cogritive skills. There were four types of this subtest. Some
subtests rely heavily on cognition by requesting one to recall the alphabet and write the
letters in sequence from memory. There were six types of this subtest.
More specifically, subtests 1,2,3,4,5, and l0 require a child to use cognitive
thought processes and motor components in combination to recall, sequence, and write
letters from memory. Subtests 6, 7, 8, and 9 require a child to draw using simpler and
predominately motor components by copying letters onto a page from a model. The
purpose of this study was to examine the level of legibility related to motoric skills only.
When comparing the subtests, no statistically significant difference was found. However,
there was an interaction between all four groups on subtest 3 which required participants
to write all letters ofthe alphabet in upper c:lse from dictation out of sequence. Subtest 3
@utterfly) was the only subtest that indicated a sigrificant change between practice (fine
or gross motor), activity (pre-writing prcgam or control), and time (pre to post). It
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appeared that many ofthe participants did not seem able to recall the alphabet in
sequence. According to scoring criteri4 ifa child skips a letter, the scoring is
discontinued for that subtest. Thus, a number ofparticipants did not receive credit for this
subtest.
The Test of Handwriting Skills scoring procedures also raise a pertinent issue.
The THS manual explains that ifa child does not know all letters and numbers, or does
not know how to motorically produce all letters and numbers in Subtest I , 2, 3 , 4, 5 , aad
10, these subtests cannot be scored and no pa*ial credit given (Gardner, 1998). The
omission of all subtest data when an itern is scored with a zero may be a sigrificant factor
related to measurement sensitivity. Therefore, the TTIS may not be an appropriate
assessment to use as pre- and post-test criteria. It is possible that an effect fiom the pre-
writing program may have been found if the researcher scored the pre and post tests
based solely on the motor skill versus the cogrritive skill ofrecall.
Additionally, the factor of lined classroom paper versus unlined THS paper raises
a concern in this study (Lindsey & Mcknnan, 1983). Controversy exists regarding the
use of lined versus unlined paper for handwriting inshuction @aly, et a1., 2003). Wqods
(2001) discovered that the'hse ofunlined paper is a possibility in the beginning stages,
but the lines quickly become useful" G. 39). On the other hand, some researchers found
that unlined paper enhances letter legibility by decreasing the demands placed upon the
child @aly, et al., 2003, p. 460). Teachers of the four classrooms reported that their
students are taught handwriting through use of lined paper to help them attend visually to
the formation of letters, words, and sentences. Since the student participants used lined
paper in everyday classroom instruction, the use of unlined paper during test
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administration may have intoduced a confounding variable. It is possible that a lined pre-
post test measurement may have allowed students to display a more accurate rating of for .
handwriting. However, all students were equally disadvantaged by the unlined paper.
Handwriting annicalum utilized in participants' school district.
The handwriting curriculum utilized in the first grade classrooms of this school
dishict may have negated the effects of the pre-writing motor programs. Olsen's (2001)
Handwriting Without Tears multi-sensory prcgram was designed to teach students with
varied leaming stles, using visual, auditory, manipulative, tactile, and kinesthetic
methods. According to Olsen (2001), this handwriting program may help "eliminate
problems with letter formation, reversals, legibility, sentence spacing, and cursive
connections" G. l). This program is often used by occupational therapists due to its
multisensory nature and its ability to be used with children ofall ability levels. There may
have been sufficient gross and fine motor components to the handwriting program itself
so that the l0-minute progam was insufficiently novel or additive.
Further research comparing Handwriting Without Tears and other writing
progams is needed to determine if the Handwriting Without Tea6 program is indeed
superior.
Typically Developing Children
Another possibility is the typically developing nature of the participants
tlemselves. Since the vast majority of students learn to handwrite adequately when
taught through a variety of methods, it may simply be that any program to accel€rate
leaming is redundant. When taking into consideration all explanations ofthe results, the
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researcher concluded that the final outcome might have been a result ofan interaction
between all variables listed.
Assumptions and other Considerations
The following assumptions were made as part of the investigation: a) the nature of
the handwriting assessment will be accurate and will gather the data aimed intended for
the purpose of the study, b) the population of first grade students is a representative
sample ofthe population ofinterest, and c) teachers would conduct the intervention
program accurately.
. The use of group administration ofthe assessment should be taken into
consideration when reviewing this study. Although group administration ofthe
assessment is described in the THS manual, the teachers felt that many of the students
rushed to keep pace with their classmates. It was also noted that some children looked to
their peers for correct answers or models of writing despite the efforts of the examiner
and teachers to discourage such behavior. Classroom teachers reported feeling their
students were capable ofhigher perfonnance if the tests had been given individually antl
in more appropriate seating. The tables and chairs used for testing did not provide for the
most favorable seating for the children. Smith-Zuzovsky & Exner (2004) would support
the teachers' feedback since their study found that the size comparison between the
fumiture and the child might have a considerable effect on a student's object
manipulation skills. "Test administrators should stive to test young children in the most
optimal seated position possible, particularly when the test involves complex hand skills"
(Smith-Zuzovsky & Exner,2004, p. 380).
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The results of this study must be considered within the study limitations. It should
be noted that results could only be generalized to children who have similar
characteristics to those who participated in this study. Participants used for this study
were homogeneous, generally from a rural are4 and had no identified disabilities. These
characteristics may have resulted in less variability in scores, less representation of first
grade students as a whole, and may limit generalizability of the results to children of
varying abilities. The effect of fine or gross motor occupations on handwriting legibility
may be different in other groups ofchildren.
Since classroom assignment to group conditions was based on teacher interest in
participating it could be assumed that someone interested is more likely to follow
through. Therefore, the distribution method could bias results. A final concern is that all
four classes were taught handwriting by a dilferent teacher, and for different amounts ot
time. The time these teachers spent on handwriting per week ranged from ten to twenty
minutes 3 days per week or daily when possible. It is also unknown if the teachers had a
different focus in class regarding the critical components ofhandwriting (i.e. spacing,
letter size, etc) which may have effected the results. Additionally, teachers in the
classrooms that were used as control groups conducted class according to their tlpical
school day schedule. The amount ofphysical activity in the control classrooms prior to
handwriting instruction was not tracked.
Summary of Discassion
This study used teacherJed, group sessions with first grade students oftypical
development, and in no way determined which occupational motor program is most
effective. The ANOVA analyses and comparisons of means between experimental and
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control gloups were not found to be statistically sigrificant. Regardless ofclassroom
programs, there was an overall eain in paxticipants' handwriting legibility. The findings
suggest that the handwdting program provided by teachers was sufficient to effect gains
in skills with or without additional input. The findings also support the idea that further
research needs to be conducted to examine if an eclectic approach that emphasizes the
importance of developing writing skills through a variety of methods is effective. The
results also suggest a productive direction for research, for example, replication ofthe
study with larger sample size. Scores from pre- to post-test did change, however, this
may be due to a maturational effect. As a result of this study, no evidence was provided
for the theory that fine or gross motor occupations alone promote better handwriting
legibility in fint-grade students.
Citique
This study is a master's thesis that included a sample of convenience and limited
timeframe for completion that may have led to a lack of statistically significant results. If
the sample had been randomizbd and confounding variables been further conrolled, there
may have been an increase in statistically significant effects and results. Despite these
boundaries, this study has potential for being replicated in the future. This study also
raises awareness about the various models that may be utilized during school based
occupational therapy practice.
Application to Occapational Therapy Practice
Educators and therapists are concerned about a student's readiness for handwriting
instruction. This study provides information that may be used by occupational therapists
when working with children who are referred for handwriting remediation in the school
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setting. The impact ofthis study is that occupational therapists may be providing
unnecessary pre-writing programs ifteachers are using the Handwriting without Tears
program. This study adds to the literature that repods that the neurokinesthetic pre-
writing programs are not effective. There was no effect from pre-writing programs for
typical children who are being taught to write using the Handwriting Without Tears
program. The researcher does not know if this generalization would be true ifparticipants
were struggling to acquire handwriting skills. The researcher also can not determine if
results and conclusions would be the same if the teachers were instructing handwriting
using a rote practice method. Further research on this topic is needed to provide evidence
for appropriate methods to utilize in occupational therapy practice.
Chapter 6: Summary
It was determined that this research provided no evidence for the prescribed
neurokinesthetic pre-writing program incorporating either gross or fine motor
occupations to promote better handwriting legibility. Scores from pre- to posftest did
improve, however, this may be due to a multitude of variables prwiously described.
Based on these results, insufEcient evide,nce was obtained for the use of the pre-writing
motor programs as a single stategy to utilize in school classrooms for the purpose of
handwriting remediation for students with similar characteristics to those who
participated in this study.
More effectiveness-based research is needed in order to supplement the findings
of this study and to provide more data for therapist's decision making during treatnent
planning.
Future Research and Recommendations
The present study examined typically developing children and described the
importance of developing handwriting skills for the first gnde student. Examining the
effect between pre-writing motor prcgrams and handwriting legibility within populations
at risk for handwriting problems would be ofvalue. If the effectiveness is stronger with
children in need of services, the most appropriate and effective handwriting approaches
may be identified and possibly incorporated into the student's day while at school.
Future research should examine the effectiveness ofa prescribed pre-writing
program over a longer period of time. A controlled study spanning an entire school year
would show results based on the writing program as opposed to maturity. A long-term
study would also examine the carryover of this progam from year to year and from pre-
84
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writing readiness to development ofprinting to development ofcursive. Additionally; the
effects ofa long term pre-writing prognm as compared to a short-term pre-writing
program is also suggested for future research.
handwriting approaches (i.e. sensory motor, motor control, neurodevelopmental, etc.) in
comparison to one another. Additional research would help to determine the most
effective stategies for various populations of students leaming to write. It is possible that
a combination ofsbategies may be more effective than any ofthe strategies used
separately. Effectiveness studies on this topic would enhance the clarity ofwhat is tuly
the most effective treafinent for remediation of handwfiting difficulties.
Studies of this nature using an altemative testing instument would be of benefit
to the field ofoccupational therapy. Duplication of this study using a selection of
different occupations for the pre-writing motor programs could help add to the evidence.
This study can be viewed as a catalyst for future research as it raises several
interesting questions about the handwriting process. It is hoped that with this and future
studies in this are4 occupational therapists can leam effective methods for enhancing
handwriting skills and academic performance. Future research on the validity/reliability
of the Test of Handwriting Skills would also be valuable, as it is important to continually
monitor assessment procedures to ensure accuracy in testing.
If given the opportunity to perform a similar study with additional resources,
some adjustrnents and recommendations would be implemented. For example, sampling a
school district that is not utilizing the Handwriting without Tears Curriculum would
provide evidence specific to the prescribed pre-writing programs. Recruiting a larger
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sample size for participation in the study would allow for results to be generalized to
various pediatic populations. Administering an assessment that only focuses on the
motoric handwriting component of legibility, instead of speed, size, and letter fomration
to target the specific handwriting skill, would be informative.
This study led the researcher to conclude that there is a great de,mand for research
examining issues oftherapeutic practice in the school based setting. Numerous
professionals working in the educational field and related services show impressive
enthusiasm and interest in advancing the knowledge base so that they can better meet the
needs oftheir students. The field of occupational therapy and education would greatly
benefit from continued research in the area of handwriting.
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ALL-COLLEGE REVIEW BOARD
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Investigators: Pahicia A. Cole. Graduate Occuoational Therapy Student. Diane Lone.
MS. OTR/L. BCP & Kathleen Schloush. DSc. PT. PCS
Dep'arfrnent: Occuoational Therapv Deoartrnent
Telephone: 607\274-3093(canrlus\ 607)272-6532(home\
Project Title: The Effects of Gross Motor or Fine Motor Activitv on Handwritine
Legibility of First Grade Students
Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether participation in gross motor
activities or fine motor activities, prior to handwriting lessons, will affect first grade
students' handwriting legibility as assessed by the Test of Handwriting Skills by
Morrison F Gardner. Approximately 60-80 students between the ages offive to seven
will be assessed for the purpose of the study. The participants wiil engage in a structured
gross or fine motor program prior to their typical handwriting program. In additioq the
participants will complete the Test of Handwriting Skills to collect pre- and post- data. It
is hoped that this research will result in both presentations and publications which may
generate further discussion and research on determining the best occupational therapy
treatnent approach to remediation of students' handwriting difficulty.
There is limited evidence examining the value of handwriting remediation
techniques in controlled experiments @eterson & Nelson, 2003). More research needs to
be conducted to determine the effects that motor activities, such as hopping, push-ups,
finger exercises, etc., have on first grade students' handwriting skills. Research is
required to discover ifgross motor activity or fine motor activity incorporated into a
student's class day will improve his or her handwriting legibility.
Proposed Date of Implementation: Fall Sernester. 2004
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Participation
7. Descriptions ofRecruitnent of Subjects
8. Description of How Anonym.ity/Confi dentiality
will be Maintained
9. Debriefing Statement
1 l. Afpendix A 
- 
Recruitment Staternent
12. Appendix B 
- 
Informed Consent Form
13. Anpendix C 
- 
Debriefing Statement
14. Appendix D 
- 
Survey Instruments
15. Appendix E 
- 
Glossary to Questionnaires, etc.
16. Appendix F 
- 
Protocol Template and Sample
Tear-Off Cover Page (Delegated Review only)
Items 1-8, 11, and 12 must be addressed and included in the proposal. Items 9, 10, and
l3-15 should also be checked ifthey are appropriate - indicated'N/A" ifnot appropriate.
This should be the second page of the proposal.
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General Ihformation about the Studv:
Sources offundins. if anv: There are no e:<temal sources of funding for this
project. A request for fimds from the Graduate Occupational Therapy Departnent
budget will be made to cover the cost oftest materials, and copying. Any expei:se
not covered will be the responsibility of the principal investigator.
Where will sndv be conducted: This study will be conducted in the elementary
school that the participants attend,
When do you plan to beqin the study. and when will it be comolete: lt is
anticipated that this study will begin in the Fall Semester 2004 and will conclude
in the Spring Semester 2005.
What are the apected outcomes: It is anticipated that the results will be shared
with the participating school systems and may be presented at a professional
conference and/or published in a professional joumal.
Related experience olthe reselrcher(s): As the principal investigalor, Patricia
Colehas errmed aBachelor of Science in Occupational Science at Ithaca College
and is cunently an Ithaca College graduate occupational therapy student. In
preparation for this study she has completed biostatistics, research methods in
occupational therapy, medical ethics, occupational therapy in pediatrics and
practicum in pediatic occupational therapy couses. She has also completed a
Dana Internship for the occupational therapy deparhnent where an in-depth
review and coding of existing client records was performed.
Diane Long, faculty advisor, has been an occupational therapist for 25
years with experience and Specialty Certification in Pediatrics. She has been
involved in several research projects including program evaluation of
occupational therapy consultation in kindergarten programs, use of constraint-
induced movement therapy and summer programming for kindergartenerc at risk
of developmental delay. She is an associate professor in the occupational therapy
office. She has supervised four graduate students in theses projects and has been
the primary inshuctor of group research projects where data has been collected,
malyzed and reported. She has taught research methods in the OT graduate
program.
Kathleen Schlough, thesis committee advisor, has practiced as a pediatric
physical therapist for tlrirty years and as an assistant professor for eiglrt years. She
has conducted numerous student research projects with both physical and
occupational therapy students.
Benefits of the Studv:
It would be to the benefit of occupational therapists, educators, parents, and
children to carry out this study and gain more insight into what is an effective
[eatnent approach for the rernediation ofstudents' handwriting difficulties.
Parents and teachers will gain standardized information about the children's
handwriting abilities. This study will provide another source ofresearch that will
b.
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help to show the effects of gross motor versus fine motor activity on handwriting
legibility of first grade students.
Description of Subiects:
How manv & Salient Characteristics: Approximately 60-80 tpically developing
first grade students from four classrooms will be recruited for the purpose of this
study. Both females and males, ranging in age from five to seven years old, will
be included. The cut-off age of eight years will be used due to the achievernent of
different developmental milestones associated with the age range. All students
included in the study are required to have parent consent prior to data collection.
Subjects are excluded from this study ifthey are receiving occupational therapy
services for handwriting remediation or ifthey have diagnosed conditions that
impede their handwriting ability. Students whose parents do not give consent for
participation will also be excluded
Descrintion of Subiect Particioation (explanation in detail):
Exactly what the subjeas will be doins in the studv and what will be done to
them: As pafi of the study, all students in the four classrooms will complete the
Test of Handwriting Skills, Manuscript version (Appendix E) as a pre-test prior
to implementation of either a gross (large) motor program, a fine (small) motor
progam, or one of two controlled groups held within the classroom. However,
only student participants whose parent(s/legal guardian(s) gave consent will have
their data scored and analyzed. A consultative approach with teachers of each
classroom will be utilized for instruction for the motor activity program. Teachers
will direct either a prescribed gross or fine motor group activity or no pre-writing
activities, every day before handwriting class for three consecutive weeks. At the
end of the three week timeframe, the Test of Handwriting Skills will be
readministered.
t Pre-Test: All students in the four classrooms will complete the Test of
Handwriting Skills, Manuscript version (Appendix E).
c Gross Motor Progrum: One of the four first grade classrooms will participate
in a gross motor program. Students in this program will complete a five to ten
minute warm up activity involving hopping, jumping as high as they can
while tracing a letter in the air, running in place, push-ups, animal walks on
hands and feet, jumping right and left, hopping on one foot across a line on
the floor, hopping on both feet across a line on the floor, hopping backwards
across the line (Appendix F). All gross motor activities will be completed in
the classroom as a group activity.
o Fine Motor Prograz.' One of the four first grade classrooms will participate
in a fine motor program. Students will complete a five to ten minute warm up
activity involving spider on mirror hand pattems, penny flipping in an "x"
shape pattern, finger tracing in the air with t'wo fingers, tic tac toe while lying
prone, and inch worm on a stick (Appendix G). All fine motor activities will
be completed in the classroom as a group activity.
4.
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c Control Groap.' Two of the four first grade classrooms will participate in a
control group. Students in this group will not be participating in a motor
prosam. These students will complete classroom activities as normally
scheduled by their teacher.
c Post-Test: All students in the four classrooms will complete the Test of
Handwriting Skills, Manuscript version (Appendix E).
The researchers want to be able to review the collected data for analysis related to
the study questions. Parents will be asked to complete a derrographic form
detailing family and student information (Appendix D).
Amount of time subjec*' participation will nke: The assessment will take
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete per class. The gross or fine motor
program will take 5-10 minutes to complete daily prior to the first grade
handwriting cr.rriculum taught in the clasmoom. The gross or fine motor program
will be carried out within the first grade classroom for a period ofthree
consecutive weeks.
Descriotion of aoparatus or eouioment used: The forms provided in the
appendices along with pennies and tic tac toe handouts will be used.
Ethical Issues:
What are the potential ohysical and osvcholosical risks to the subiects as a result
of their participation in the studv? Descibe auempts to minimize potential risks
to subjects: Risks to the participants in this study are minimal. Some participants
may become anxious, experiencing a source of mild anxiety during the
assessment therefore; participants will be assured that he or she is not being
graded on the assessment test. There is also a potential risk for injury during
completion of the motor program; however, this risk is not higher than the risk
involved in the child's normal everyday school environment. In order to minimize
this risk of injury in the classroom, teachers will be made aware of the need to
provide a safe environment by clearing the area of classroom fumiture.
Informed consent: Attach copv of informed consent form to be used.: if one is not
used. uplain why one is not necessarvfor this tvpe of study- See Appendix C for
informed consent form.
Recruitment of Subiects:
How will particioants be recruited? Describe orocedures used to identifii and
recruit subiects: attach a copv of the recruiting sntement. letter, or tlver to be
used. Identifv how confidentiality and concernfor the individual are re$ected in
vour selection of subjects; Three elementary school principals, from the Alrnar-
Parish-Williamstown school dishict in Upstate New York, will be contacted and
given a letter explaining the purpose and parameters of the study (See Appendix
A). At this time the principals will be asked to sigr and retum the memo to
principals form allowing me to conduct this study in their school (See Appendix
A). Consent will be obtained from all building principals whose school is
5.
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participating in the study. All parents ofthe students identified as potential
subjects will be sent a letter describing the study (See Appendix B) along with an
informed consent form (See Appardix C) by the school principal. Student's
parents will retum informed consent for their child's participation in the study to
the school principal who will contact the researcher when they have been
compiled.
Are subiects ofered any inducement for their oarticiwtion in the stu4y k.o.
extra credit. mone!. food)? Additional concer s: (recruitment in own classes,
a\tra credit opportunitie : No inducernent to participate will be provided to the
students involved in the study.
Confidentialitv and Anonvmitv of the Studv:
Describe orocedures used to ensure anonwitv or confidentialiy of the subjects'
responses: To ensure confidentiality ofthe students' responses the following will
occur. The Test of Handwriting Skills assessment will be administered to all
students in the classroom. The building principal will only give the researcher the
assessments of the students whose parent(s/guardian(s) gave consent.
Participants' will write their first name and last initial on the assessment test
sheet. Building principals will apply a numeric code to the test sheet prior to
submission to the researcher. Therefore, the researcher will not know scores of
specific children. Consent forms will be stored by the building principal until the
tests are scored. The consent forms will thern be given to the researcher for
storage with the test forms for seven years in a locked cabinet in the occupational
therapy departnent at Ithaca College that is desigred specifically for this pupose.
No individual child's score will be reported, all scores will reported as a group.
Debriefins:
Describe what subjects will be told after their oarticipation in the studv and
attach a copy ofthe debiefino statement. if any: Participants will not be deceived
as part ofthis study, so there will be no structured debriefing. Participants, legal
guardians of the participants and school administration will be able to ask
questions of the investigators at any time during the study or after about the
procedures involved. All parties involved in the study will be informed that they
may contact the researcher for a copy of the results ofthe study. The informed
consent will provide all necessary information to parent/guardian(s). There will
be no hidden purposes to the study, or anything that may require debriefing' The
primary researcher will be available to answer parents' questions about how the
children scored on the test.
Comnensatorv Follow-uo:
If negative physical or psvcholooical outcomes are.foreseen due to particioation-
describe what ytoe of comoensatory treatment or counselins will be made
available to or recommended to the subiects.' No negative outcomes are foreseen
8.
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due to participation, however, participants' guardians and school ndministration
will be instructed to contact the principal researcher with any concems or
questions that arise during the course of their participation in the study.
10. All Reouired Aooendices and Attachments are Attached. and Include:
l. Appendix A 
- 
Recruitnent Statement & Agrefiient Letter to Principals
2. ' Appendix B 
- 
Parent/Legal Guardian(s) Description ofthe Study
3. Appendix C 
- 
Parent/Legal Guardian(s) ktformed Consent Form
4. Appendix D 
- 
Demographic Form
5. Appendix E 
- 
Test of Handwriting Skills test form, Manuscript version
6. Appendix F 
- 
Gross Motor Program
7. Appendix G 
- 
Fine Motor Program
8. Appendix H 
- 
First Grade Teacher Questionnaire
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Appendix B
Recruitnent Statement for Participation in the Study
The Effects of Gross Motor or Fine Motor Activitv on Handwritine Legibility
of First Grade Students
Dear Building Principal,
I arr.r a graduate student in the occupational therapyprogam at Ithaca College. As part of
my master's degree requirements, I am completing a research project. I am requesting the
assistance, of your first grade teachers as well as yourself; with a study I am conducting
which will examine the effects of gross motor or fine motor activity on handwriting
legibility of first grade students.
The subject of my thesis project relates to occupational therapy service delivery for
children in the school system. Specifically, I am interested in examining the effects of
gross motor or fine motor activity on handwriting legibility of first grade students in their
classroom. Gross (large) and fine (small) motor skills are central concepts that
occupational therapists focus on when working in the school system, however there is
little research regarding the influence of one type of activity over the other. By
participating in this study, teachers, parents, and yourself will gain standardized information
about your students' handwriting abilities.
I plan to conduct this study with four first grade classrooms in the Altnar-Parish-
Williamstown School District. In collaboration with my thesis committee members Diane
Inng (Ithaca College professor of occupational therapy) and Kathy Schlough, (Ithaca
College professor of physical therapy), I have developed and will ask teachers to
implement a gross or fine motorprogrim in two classrooms for three weeks. In the third
and fourth classrooms, the teachers will conduct class as usual and be considered a
control group. I will administer a short handwriting assessment before and after this three
week period.
You will be asked to sign a letter of agreement stating that you have the authority to
commit your school to allow my research project to be conducted within your building. I
will be asking that you assist in the coding of the students' individual test forms to ensure
confidurtiality.
Thank you very much for your assistance with this study.
Sincerely,
Patricia Cole, BS, OTS
(formerly Patricia Poindexter)
Kathleen Schlough, DSc, PT, PCS
Diane hrg, MS, OTR, BCP
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Appe,ndix C
Agreement Letter to Principals
To: Ithaca College Human Subjects Review Board
From: Building Principal
I have met with Mrs. Paticia Cole, Ithaca College occupational therapy student,
and discussed the potential for conducting her research project within my school system.
I understand that:
1) The purpose ofher study is to evaluate ifparticipation in motor activities will
affect first grade students' handwriting legibility as assessed by the Test of
Handwriting Skills,
2) Classroom teachers will be asked to conduct a prescribed set of either gross motor
or fine motor activities daily prior to classroom handwriting instruction for three
consecutive weeks,
3) Mrs. Cole will desigr the pre-writing activities and educate teachers on the
protocols prior to initiation ofthe study,
4) Mrs. Cole will administer a handwriting assessment to all students before
beginning and after the three week period of the motor progmms,
5) School personnel will be asked to obtain parental permission for student
handwdting assessments to be used in an aggregated manner for the purposes of
this study (a preliminary mpy of the Consent Form is attached),
6) Mrs. Cole will maintain confidentiality of all student information. It will be
shared with her thesis advisor and deshoyed once the study is completed,
7) Mrs. Cole will share study results with school personnel.
By sigring below, I am stating that I have the authority to commit my school to
allow Mrs. Cole to conduct her research project. Once my agreement to participate has
been obtained, Mrs. Cole will be allowed to contact fiNt-grade teachers in my building to
ask for their participation. IfI have any questions or comments at anytime I know that I
can contact: Occapational Therapy Student, Patricia Cole athome: (607) 272 - 6532 or
by email at: pcolel @ithaca.edu, Professor Diane Long at lthaca College: (607) 274 -
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3093 orby email at: dlong@ithaca.edu, or Professor Kathleen Schlough at Ithaca
College: (607)274 - 1385 orby ernail at: kschlough@ithaca.edu.
have read the above and I understand its contents. I
am agreeing to allow this study to be conducted within my school.
SchoolName
Signature, Title Date
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Appendix D
Parent/Legal Guardian(s) Description of the Study
The Effects of Gross Motor or Fine Motor Activity on Handwritine Lesibility
ofFirst Grade Students
Dear Parent/Legal Guardian(s),
I am a graduate student in the occupational therapy progftrm at Ithaca College. As
part of my master's degree requirements, I am completing a research project. I am
interested in studying first grade students'handwriting legibility. The subject ofmy
thesis project relates to occupational therapy service delivery for children in the school
system. Specifically, I am interested in examining the effects of gross motor versus fine
motor activity on handwriting legibility of first grade students in their classroom. Gross
(large) and fine (small) motor skills are cenfral concepts that occupational therapists
focus on when working in the school system, however there is little research regarding
the influence of one tlpe of activity over the other. Your child was selected because
he/she is in the first grade level, therefore, I am writing to request yopr perrhission to
include your child's handwriting test scores in my study.
I plan to conduct this studywith first gade classrooms in the Altnar-Parish-
Williamstown School Disfiict. In collaboration with my thesis committee me'lnbers Diane
Long and Kathy Schlough,I have developed and will ask teachers to implement a gross
or fine motor program in two classrooms for three weeks. In the third and fourttl
classrooms, the teacher will conduct class as usual and be considered a contol group. I
will administer a short handwriting assessment before and after this three week period.
Every attempt will be made to be sure this study does not interfere with your child's
academic program and I will be sure to collaborate with the teachers of the classrooms to
find the best time to complete this activity. Diane Long will be supervising me
throughout this study which is planned to begin around October 2004 and to be
completed March 2005. Please consider allowing your child to participate in this project.
If you agree to allow your child to participate, please return the enclosed "Informed
Consent Form" in the pre-addressed stamped envelope no later than October 1lth, 2004.
The studywill begin afterpermission is received. If you would like more information at
anytime about the sfudy or if you have any questions or comments, please contact:
Ocanpational Therapy Student Patricia Cole athome: (607) 272-6532 orby email at:
pcolel@ithaca.edu, Professor Diane Long at Ithaca College: (607)274-3093 orby email
at: dlong@ithaca.edu, or Professor Kathleen Schlough at Ithaca College: (607)274 -
1385 orby email at: kschlough@ithaca.edu.
Thank you very much for your time and assistance with this project.
Sincerely,
Patricia Cole, BS, OTS
(formerly Patricia Poindexter)
Kathleen Schlough, DSc, PT, PCS
Diane hrg, MS, OTR, BCP
t.
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Appendix E
Parent/Legal Guardian(s) Informed Consent Form
The Effects of Gross Motor or Fine Motor Activity on Handwritine Legibilitv
of First Grade Students
Investigators: Patricia A. Cole. Graduate Occupational Theraov Student.
Diane long.MS.OTR/L. BCP & Kathleen Schloueh. DSc. PT. PCS
Purpose of the Studv: The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether participation
in gross motor activities or fine motor activities will affect your first grade child's
handwriting legibility as assessed by the Test of Handwriting Skills.
Benefitu of the Studv: It would be to the benefit ofoccupational therapists,
educators, your child(ren), and yourselfto carry out this study and gain more insight
into what is an effective treaftlent approach for the remediation of students'
handwriting difficulties. Teachers as well as yourself will gain standardized
information about your child's handwriting abilities. This study will provide another
source ofresearch that will help to show the effects of gross motor or fine motor
activity on handwriting legibility ofyour child and other first grade students.
What vou will be Asked to do: As part of the study, your child, along with all
students in the class will complete the Test of Handwriting Skills, Manuscript version
(Appendix E) as a pre- and post-test prior to implernentation of either a gross (large)
motor program, a fine (small) motor program, or a contolled group progra.m held
within the classroom. However, only student participants whose parent/legal
guardian(s) gave consent will have their data scored and analyzed. A consultative
approach with teachers ofeach classroom will be utilized for insfruction for tlte motor
activity program. Teachers will direct either a prescribed gross or fine motor group
activity or a conhol group, every day before handwriting class for three consecutive
weeks.
c Pre-Test: Your child, along with all students in the class, will complete the Test
ofHandwriting Skills, Manuscript version (Appendix E),
o Gross Motor Program: Ifyour child's class is chosen for the gross motor
program then your child will complete a five to ten minute warm up activity
involving hopping jumping as high as they can v/hile tacing a letter in the air,
running in place, push-ups, an animal walk on hands and feet, and
jumping/hopping tasks (such as jumping right and left, hopping on one foot
across a line on tlre floor, hopping on both feet across a line on the floor, hopping
backwards across the line, etc.). All gross motor activities will be completed in
the classroom as a group activity.
. Fine Motor Progran; Ifyour child's class is chosen for the fine motor program
then your child will complete a five to ten minute warm up activity involving
spider on mirror hand pattems, permy flipping in an 'a" shape pattern, finger
tracing in the air with nro fingers (using index and middle frngers together),
tic tac toe while lying prone, and inch worm on a stick (holding a writing
Pzge: I I 3
Initial:
3.
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utensil and inching the finger fiom top to bottom and bottom to top). AII fine
motor activities will be completed in the classroom as a group activity.
o Control Group.' If your child's class is chosen for the control group then your
child will not be participating in a motor program. Your child will complete
classroom activities as scheduled by their teacher.
c Post-Test: Your child, along with all students in the class, will complete the
Test of Handwriting Skills, Manuscript version (Appendix E).
o Amoufi of Time Srudents' Participation will Take: The assessment will take
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete per classroom. The gross or fine
motor program urill take 5-10 minutes to complete prior to the fixst grade
handwriting curriculum taught in the classroom. The motor program and
control group will be carried out within your child's firct grade classroom for
a period of thee consecutive weeks.
The researchers want to be able to review the collected data for analysis related to
the study questions. As the first grade student's parent, you will be asked to
complete a demographic form detailing family and student information
(Appendix D).
4. Potential Risks of the Studv: Risks to your child in this study are minimal. Your
child may become anxious, experiencing a source of mild anxiety during the
isessment therefore; your child will be assured that he or she is not being graded
on the assessment test. There is also a potential risk for injury however, this risk
is not higlrer than the risk involved in your child's normal everyday school
ernvironment. In order to miniririze this risk of injury in the classroom, teachers
will be made aware of the need to provide a safe enviroffnent by clearing the area
of classroom fumiture.
5. Comoensation for Iniurv: If your child(reQ suffers an injury that requires any
treatnent or hospitalization as a direct result of this study, the cost for such care
will be charged to you. If you have insurance, you may bill your insurance
company. You will be responsible to pay all costs not covered by your insurance.
Ithaca College will not pay for any care or provide other financial compensation.
6. If vou would tike more Information about the Studv: IfI have any questions or
comments at anytime I know that I can contact: Occapational Therapy Student,
Mrs. Patricia Cole athome: (607) 272 - 6532 or by email at: pcolel @ithaca.edu,
Professor Diane Long atlthaca College: (607) 27 4 - 3093 or by email at:
dlong@ithac a.edt, or Professor Kathleen Schlough al lthaca College: (607) 274 -
1385 orby email at: kschlough@thaca.edu.
7. Withdrawal from the Studv: The participation of your son or daughter in this
study is purely voluntary, and you may withdraw him or her from the study at anytime' 
'##:"
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How Data will be Maintained in Confidence: To ensure confidentiality of your
child's responses the following will occur. The Test of Handwriting Skills
assessment will be administered to all stude,nts in the classroom. The building
principal will only give the researcher the assessments of the students whose
parent(s/guardian(s) gave consent. Your child will write his or her first name and
last initial on the assessment test sheet. Building principals will apply a numeric
code to the test sheet prior to submission to the researcher. Therefore, the
researcher will not know scores of specific children. Consent forms will be stored
by the building principal until the tests are scored. The consent forms will then be
given to the researcher for storage with the test forms for seven years in a locked
cabinet in the occupational therapy departrnent at Ithaca College that is designed
specifically for this purpose. No individual child's score will be re,ported, all
scores will reported as a goup.
ParenU Legal Guardian(s) Consent:
I have read the above and I understand its contents. I give permission for my son or
daughter, to participate in the study. I acknowledge
that I am 18 years of.age or older.
Print name of ParenU Legal Guardian(s)
Signature of Parent/Legal GuardianG) Date
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Appendix F
Demographic Form
The Effects of Gross Motor or Fine Motor Activitv on Handwritine Lesibilitv
ofFirst Grade Students
Please fill out the form below indicating your child's level ofhandwriting needs. If
you agree to allow your child to participate in the study please fill out this form and send it in
with the informed consent form using the pre-addressed stamped ervelope provided. Thank
you for your time and energy!
I . Date of Birth of child part'icipating in t}te study:
2. Gender of child participating in the study: MALE
3. Current grade placement ofchild participating in the study:
FEMALE
4. What age did your child learn how to write letters: ? AtHOMEoTSCHOOL?
5. Please list any dilficulty your child may be experiencing currently with
handwriting:
6. Has your child been identified with any difficulty with motor coordination, learning
disorder, decreased attention span, or any other condition that may affect his or her
handwriting abilit/ Ifyes, please list:
7. Is your child currently receiving occupational therapy services? YES NO
8. Is your child currently receiving any special education services? YES NO
IfI have any questions or comments at anytime I know that I can contact:
Occupational Therapy Sndent, Patricia Cole athome: (607) 272 - 6532 or by email at:
pcolel @ithaca.e d,u, Professor Diane Long atlthaca College: (fi7)274 -3093 orby email at:
dlong@ithaca.edu, ot Professor Kathleen Schlough at Ithaca College: (607) 274 - 1385 or by
email at kschlough@ithaca.edu. Thank you very much for your time and assistance with this
project.
Sincerely,
Patricia Cole, BS, OTS (formerly Patricia Poindexter)
K"thlee, &hl"rgh, DS"JT jCS
Diane Long, MS, OT& BCP
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H-olY,Data will be Maintained in Confidence: To ensure confidentiality of your
child's responses the following will occur. The Test of Handwriting Skills
assessment will be administered to all students in the classroom. The building
principal will only give the researcher the assessments of the students whose
parent(s/guardian(s) gave consent. Your child will write his or her first name and
last initial on the assessment test sheet. Building principals will apply a numeric
code to the test sheet prior to submission to the researcher. Therefore, the
researcher will not know scores of specific children. Consent forms will be stored
by the building principal until the tests are scored. The conse,nt forms will then be
given to the researcher for storage with the test forms for seven years in a locked
cabinet in the occupational therapy department at Ithaca College that is designed
specifically for this purpose. No individual child's score will be reported, all
scores will reported as a goup.
ParenU Legal Guardian(s) Consent:
I have read the above and I understand its contents. I give permission for my son or
daughter, to participate in the study. I acknowledge
that I am 18 years ofage or older.
Print name of Parent/ Legal Guardian(s)
Signature of ParenUlegal Guardian(s) Date
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Appendix F
Demographic Form
ofFirst Grade Students
Please fill out the form below indicating your child's level ofhandwriting needs. If
you agree to allow your child to participate in the study please fill out this form and send it in
with the inforrned consent form using the pre-addressed stamped envelope pmvided. Thank
you for your time and energr!
1 . Date of Birth of child participating in the study:
2. Gender of child participating in the study:
3 . Current grade placement of child participating in the study:
4. What age did your child learn how to write letters: ? AtHOMEoTSCHOOL?
5. Please list any dilliculty your child may be experiencing currently with
handwriting:
6. Has your child been identified with any difficulty with motor coordination, learning
disorder, decreased attention span, or any other condition that may affect his or her
handwriting abilitf Ifyes, please list:
7. Is your child currently receiving occupational therapy services? YES NO
8. Is your child currently receiving any special education services? YES NO
IfI have any questions or comments at anlime I know that I can contact:
Occupational Therapy Sudent, Patricia Cole athome: (6O7) 272 - 6532 or Ly email at:
pcolel @ithaca.edu, Professor Diane Long atlthaca College: (607) 274 - 3093 or by email at:
dlong@ithaca.edu, or Professor Kathleen Schlough at Ithaca College: (607)274 - 1385 orby
email at: kschlough@ithaca.edu. Thank you very much for your time and assistance with this
project.
Sincerely,
Patricia Cole, BS, OTS (formerly Patricia Poindexter)
MALE FEMALE
Kathleen Schlough, DSc, PT, PCS
Diane Long, MS, OT& BCP
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Appendix G
Test of Handwriting Skills test form, Manuscript version (Gardner, 1998).
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Appendix H
Gross Motor Program
Students will complete afwe-ten minute warmrup activity involving:
l) Nl gross motor activities will be completed in the classroom as a group activity.
2) Participants will have their own assigned space for completing the motor activity.
3) Time allotted per activity is s, own below.
Activity #1: tumping ight andleft.
This activity involves standing with both feet together and jumping right to left over a
line on the floor ten times. This jumping activity will use a fluid and constant motion
with no breaks in betweenjumps. (approx. 30 seconds to completQ
Activity #22 Hopping on both feet across a line on the floor then hopping backwards
across the line on the floor.
This activity involves standing with both feet together and hopping right to left over a
line on the floor five times. This hopping activity will incorporate a break in between
hops. Hopping backwards will use the same process as stated but the participant will
stand with both feet together and hop forward and then backward over the line five times
with a break in between each hop . (approx. 40 seconds to complete)
Activity #3: Hopping on one lool across a line on the floor.
This activity involves standing on one foot and hopping right to left over a line on the
floor five times. The participant will then stand on the opposite foot and hop right to left
over a line on the floor five more times. This hopping activity will incorporate a break in
between hops. (approx. 15 seconds to complete)
Activity #4: Animal walhs onhands and feet.
This activity involves crawling slowly on all four extrernities (hand and feet) like an
animal (such as a bear or a crab) ten feet forward and then ter, feet backward. (approx. 40
seconds to complet)
Activity#5: Pash-ups.
This activity involves the participant placing his or her hands shoulder width apart on the
floor and his or her feet or knees close together on the floor. Then the participant will
lower him or herself close to the floor (while bending his or her elbows) and then raise
back up toward the ceiling (while straightening his or her elbows) five times. (approx. 20
seconds to completQ
Aclivity #6: Arm activaliott.
This activity involves raising one arm straight in the air next to your ear and using the
other arm to hold it there for a five seconds while you breath. The student will switch and
raise the opposite arm in the air repeating the proce ss. (approx. I 5 seconds to completQ
Activity #7: tumping ashigh as they can whil e tracing a letter in the air.
This activity involves standing with both feet together and jumping as high as the
participant can while creating a letter in the air using his or her dominant arm. This
activity will be completed five times- (approx. 40 seconds to complete)
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Appendix I
Fine Motor Program
Students will complete afive-ten minute warm up activity involving:
l) Allfine motor activities will be completed in the classroom as a group activity:
2) Two minutes is allotted per activity.
Activity #l: SpilIcr on minor hmdpatlerts.
This activity involves the student sitting at his or her own desk and lining the fingers on
the left hand with the fingers on the right hand. The student will then copy the teachers
hand pattems with his or her hands. Hand pattems include moving the fingers in close
together, moving the fingers out as wide as they can reach, rotating the hands so that they
are horizontal to one another, rotating the hands so that they are perpendicular to one
another, etc.
ActiNity #22 Penny llipping in an '4" shape pattern.
This activity involves sitting at his or her own desk and flipping thirteen permies from
head to tails. The pennies will be arranged in an "X' shape pattem on a white sheet of 8
1,/2" x 17" paper. This activity will be completed four times. Twice with the left hand
and twice with the right hand.
Activity #3: Tic tac toe while lying prone.
This activity involves the student lying on his or her elbows on the floor while playing tic
tac toe with another student. The students will play two games.
Activity #4: Finger tracing tnthe air with two fingers.
This activity involves using the index and middle fingers together to trace four letters in
the air while sitting at his or her desk. The student will trace each letter twice. Thirty
seconds is given per letter.
Lctivity #5: Inch tttotm on a stick.
This activity involves holding a writing utensil (pencil) and inching the thumb, index and
middle fingers from top to bottom and then bottom to top. Participants will complete this
activity two times.
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Appendix J
First Grade Teacher Questionnaire
The Effects of Gross Motbr or Fine Motor Activitv on Handwritine Legibility
ofFirst Grade Studants
Dear First Grade Teacher,
Please fill out the form below speciffing details about your classroom's handwriting
curriculum. Thank you for your time and energy!
1. Number of students in your classroom:
2. Handwriting curriculum used in yourclassroom:
3. What time of the day do you teach your handwriting curriculum to your class:
4. Do your students participate in any of the classes listed below before your
handwriting curriculum?
E Physical Education
E Music
tr Art
fl Lunch
E other:
5. Please explain the timeframe you use to implernent your handwriting curriculum
into the school year (for example, daily throughout the year, 3 days per week, daily
for 2 months):
6. Are any of your student's receiving occupational therapy services? YES NO
If I have any questions or comments at anytime I know that I can contact: Occupational
Therapy Student, Patricia Cole at home: (607) 272 - 6532 or by email at: pcolel@ithaca.edu,
Professor Diane Long at Ithaca College: (607) 274 - 3093 or by email at: dlong@ithaca.edu,
or Professor Kathleen Schlough at Ithaca College: (607) 274 - 1385 or by email at
kschlough@ithaca.edu. Thank you very much for your time and assistance with this project!
Sincerely,
Patricia Cole, BS, OTS (formerly Patricia Poindexter) Diane Long, MS, OTR, BCP
Kathleen Schlough, DSc, PT, PCS
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Appendix K
SPSS Version 12.0 Syntax Equations
(Used with Values for Standard Deviation and Mean from TIIS Manual)
KEY:
If (age = #) SPSS new variable name : (((SPSS old variable name 
- 
test mean/test
standard deviation) * scale standard deviation) + scale mean).
IF (age=S) preaira : ((preair-a6.65y16.17)*15)+100.
IF (agr-5) postairb : ((postaira6.65yl6.17)*1 5)+100.
IF (age6) preaira : ((preair-49.03y14.20)*15F100.
IF (age=6) postairb : ((postair-49.03y14.20)*15)'-100.
IF (age=7) preaira = ((preair-52.89y1 1.01 )* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr7) postairb : ((postair-52. 89yl 1.01 )* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age=8) preaira : (((preair-55.86y8.55)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=8) postairb = ((postair-55.86y8.55)* l5)+100.
EXECUTE.
IF (age=5) prebusa : (((prebus-45.46y1 8. I 3)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age:5) postbusb : (((postbus-45.46y1 8. I 3)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age{) prebus2 = (((prebus-50.24y1 5.46)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=6) postbusb = ((postbus-50.24y15.46)*15)+100.
IF (agr7) prebue = (((prebus-57.99y1 1.13)*15)+100.
IF (agr7) postbusb : (((postbus-57.99y1 l.l3)*15)+100.
IF (agr8) prebut2 = 1((prebus-63.96y7.80)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=8) postbus6 = ((postbus-63.96y7.80)* I 5)+ I 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (agr5) prebfl ya : (((prebfl y-49.69y1 1.92)* I 5Fl 00.
IF (agrS) postbfyb = (((postbfly-49.69y1 1.92)* 1 5)+1 00.
IF (aged) prebfl ya = (((prebfl y-50.54y1 1.34)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age6) postbffb : (((postbfly-50.54y1 1.34)* I 5)+l 00.
IF (agr7) prebfl ya : ((prebfl y-5 l.92yl 0.40)* I 5Fl 00.
IF (age7) postb$6 = ((postbfl y-5 l.92yl 0.40)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age=8) prebflya : (((prebfly-s2.99y9.68)+ l5)+100.
IF (age=8) postbffb : (((postbfly-52.99y9.68)* I 5)+100.
EXECIITE,
IF (agr5) prefroga = (((prefrog-47. I 7)/ I 6.36)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age5) postfrgb : (((postfrog-47. I 7yl 6.36)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=6) prefroga : (((prefrog-S 1.34y1 3.95)* I 5)+l 00.
IF (age=6) postfrgb : ((Gostfrog-51.34y13.95)*15F100.
IF (age=7) prefroga = (((prefrog-5 8. I 3)/1 0.05)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=7) postfrgb : (((postfrog-58. I 3yl 0.05)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) prefroga : (((prefrog-63.34y7.05)*15)+100.
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IF (age8) postfrgb : (((postfro 9-63 3qn .05)* 1 5)+l 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (agr5 ) prebikea : ((prebike -17 .7 0)l 4.84)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr5) postbikb : (((postbike-17 .7 0)l 4. 84)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=6) prebikea : ((prebike-l 8. 1 5y4.54)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (aged) postbikb = (((postbike-l 8. I 5)/4.54)* 1 sFl 00.
IF (age=7) prebikea : ((prebike- I 8. 88/4.06)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age:7) postbikb : (((postbike- 1 8.88/4.06)* 1 5)+l 00.
IF (age:8) prebikea : ((prebik e-19.44)13.68)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age=8) postbikb = (((postbike -t9.44y3.68)* 1 5)+ I 00.
E)(ECUTE.
IF (age:5) pretreea : (((pretree -29.5 4) I 4.22)* I 5 )+ I 00.
IF (agr5 ) postheb = (((posttre e-29 .5 41 4.22)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age:6) pretreea : (((prefiee -29.9 l)l 4.00)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr6) posttreb = (((posttre e-29 .91) I 4.00)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) pretreea : (((prehee-30.5 1 )/3.64)* 1 5)+l 00.
IF (age:7) postfieb : (((posttree-30. 5 1 )/3.64)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age-8) pretreea : (((pretree -30.97y3.36)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) posttreb : (((posttre e-30.97) I 3 .3 6)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (agr5 ) prehorsa : (((prehors e' -22.3 4) I 4.5 2)* I 5 )+ 1 00.
IF (age:S ) posthrsb = (((postho rs-22.3 4) I 4. 5 2) * I 5 )+ I 00.
IF (agr6) prehorsa : (((prehors e-22.8 4) I 4.20)* 1 5 )+ I 00.
IF (age:6) posthrsb = (((postho rs-22.84)l 4.20)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) prehorsa = (((prehors e-23.6513.69)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr7) posthrsb = (((postho rs-23.65\3.69)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) prehorsa = (((prehors e-24.27)13.29)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) posthrsb : (((posthors -24.27y 3 .29) * I 5 )+ 1 00.
EXECUTE
IF (agr5) pretruka : ((pretruck- 47 .3 ly 6.86)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr5 ) postrukb : (((postbuk- 47 .3 l) I 6.86)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age:6) prefruka : (((pretruck -48.47)1 6.65)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr6) postrukb : (((posthuk - 48.47) I 6.65) * 1 5 )+ I 00.
IF (age:7) pretruka : (((pretruck - 50.3 5y 6.29)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) postrukb = (((posttruk -50.3 5) I 6.29)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr8) pretruka : ((pretruck-s I . 80y6.02)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) postrukb = ((@osttnrk-s 1 . 80y6.02)* 1 5)+ I 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (agr5) prebooka : (((prebook-63. 84y9.94)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr5 ) postbokb : (((postbook-63. 84)/9.94)* I 5)+ 1 00.
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IF (agr6) prebooka : (((prebook-65.21)l 9.3 1 )* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr6) postbokb : (((postbo ok-65.21)l 9.3 1 )* I 5)+1 00.
IF (agr7) prebooka : (((prebook-67 .45)l 8.28)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) postbokb : (((postbo ok-67 .45\ 8.28)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age:S) prebooka : (((prebook -69.17y7 .49)t 1 5)+ t OO.
IF (agrS) postbokb : (((postbo ok-69 .17 \ 7.49) * I 5)+ I 00.
EXECUIE
IF (age:5) preliona : (((prelion-26.87)l 17 .55)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=5 ) postlinb : (((postlion- 26.87) I 17 .55)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr6) preliona : (((prelion- 33 .5 4) I I 4.63 )* I 5 )+ I 00.
IF (age:6) postlinb : ((ftnstlion- 33 .5 4) I I 4.63) * 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) preliona : 1((prelion- 44.39)1 9.88)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) postlinb : (((postlio n-M.39) I 9 .8 8)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age=8) preliona : (((prelion -52.7 4y 6.22)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agr8) postlinb : (((postlio n- 52.7 4) I 6.22)* I 5 )+ 1 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (age:5) preseca : (((presec -9.7 2)l 4.1 6)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age:5 ) postsecb : (((postse c-9.7 2) I 4.16) * I 5 )+ 1 00.
IF (age:6) preseca : (((presec -12.85y 5 .35)t 1 5)+ t OO.
IF (age:6) postsecb : (((postsec- I 2. 85)/5.3 5)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) preseca : (((presec -17 .95y7 .29)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age-7) postsecb : (((postsec-17 .95)17 .29)* I 5)+100.
IF (agr8) preseca : (((presec -21.87)18.79)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age=8) postsecb : (((postse c-21 .8X) I 8.79)* I 5)+ 1 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (age=5) prereva : (((prerev -4.47)1 4.97)* I 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age=5) postrevb = (((postrev -4.47)1 4.97)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr6) prereva : (((prerev-3.3 1 y3.98)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (age:6) postrevb : (((postrev-3.3 1y3.98)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr7) prereva : (((prerev -1.42)12.3 5)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (aEr7) pottt"rb : (((postrev -l .42)12 -35)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (agr8) prereva : (((prerev-0.00)/1. I 0)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (agr8) postevb : (((postrev-0.00y1 . 1 0)* I 5)+ I 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (agr5) pretucha : (((pretouch- I 0.39)/ I .98)* I 5)+ 1 00'
IF (age:5) postuchb : (((posttuch- 1 0.3 9y1 .98)* I 5)+ I 00.
IF (age:6) pretucha : (((pretouch- I 0.6 I )/l .87)* I 5)+ I 00'
IF (age=6) postuchb : (((posttuch- I 0.6 I )/ I . 87)* I 5)+ 1 00'
IF (age:7) pretucha : (((pretouch-1 0.96)/1.70)* I 5)+ I 00'
IF (age=7) postuchb : (((posttuch- I 0.96/ 1 . 70)* 1 5)+ 1 00.
IF (agrS) pretucha : (((pretouch- I l -24)l 1 -56)* I 5)+ 1 00'
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IF (age=8) postuchb : (((posttuch- I 1.24)/1.56)* I 5)+l 00.
EXECUTE.
IF (age=S) prelwupa : (((prelowup-6.49y6. 84)* 1 5)+ I 00.
IF (age=5) pstlwupb : ((postlwup-6.49y6.84)*15F100.
IF (aged) prelwupa = ((prelowup-5.53y5.99)*15)+100.
IF (age=6) pstlwupb : (((postlwup-5.53y5.99)*l 5)+100.
IF (age=7) prelwupa : (((prelowup-3.98)/4.62)*15)+100.
IF (age7) pstlwupb : (((posflwup-3.98y4.62)* I 5)+1 00.
IF (age=8) prelwupa : (((prelowup-2.79y3.57)*1 5)+1 00.
IF (age=8) pstlwupb = (((rstlwup-2.79y3.s7)*15F100.
E)(ECUTE.
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Appendix L
Non-Statistically Significant Subtest Results
Practice (fine/gross)
Activity (treaucontrol)
Time (pre/post)
Praqlice x Activity
Practice x Time
Activity x Time
2.37 0.130
o.o2 0.877
12.87 0.001
0.69 0.409
1.93 0.171
0.630
0.777
0.04 0.835
12.95 0.001
0.78 0.382
0.62 0.435
1.36 0.250
0.10
0.00
7.62
2.35
0.08
0.84
0.44
0.000
0.975
0.008
0.132
0.778
0.364
0.5't 1Practice x 0.379
Practice (fin€/gro6s)
Activity (treaUcontrol)
Time (pre/post)
Practice x Activity
Practice x Time
Activity x Time
8.40 0.006
1.52 0.223
o.M 0.512
1.',t7 0.2u
1.60 0.213
o.77 0.386
2.fi
'1.18
1.40
0.49
2.U
0.00
0.07
0.115
0.282
0.242
0.488
0.160
0.981
0.791
7.00
5.52
1.11
1.27
0.51
0.07
0.55
0.011
0.023
0.298
0.265
0.480
0.793
0.464Praclice x
Airplane Bus Frog
79
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Truck
F
Book Lion
pFpFP
Practice (fineJgross)
Activity (treaucontrol)
Time (pre/post)
Prac{ice x Ac{ivity
Practice x Time
Activity x Time
6.91
0.09
o.77
1.30
1.11
0.69
0.06
0.011 8.27 0.006 3.27 0.077
0.768 0.51 0.479 0.22 0.644
0.384 1.52 0.229 4.12 0.048
0.260 1.07 0.306 0.02 0.887
0.298 1.68 0.201 2.61 0.113
0.412 0.04 0.849 1.58 0.215
0.809 0.48 0.493 0.41 0.524
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